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Class of 2014 9th annual Mount David Summit
applicant pool
celebrates student scholarship
most diverse in
College history

Communication
mishap prohibits
students'
attendance at
Obama speech

GARDINER NARDINI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

PALO PEIRCE

Regular decision applicants for next
year’s entering class heard from the
Office of Admissions last Wednesday,
March 31st. As accepted students take
the reins in' determining enrollment,
admissions officers will wait with bated
breath as decisions roll in.
The Class of 2014 touts the third
highest application rate in College his¬
tory at 4,702, just below the Classes of
2012 and 2013, which boasted the high¬
est and second highest rates respective¬
ly. The Class of 2013 is currently com¬
prised of 470 students, a relatively low
number explained by the large student
population in recent years. But next
year’s campus will have more space
with the passage of a hefty graduating
senior class and a high number of ju¬
niors studying abroad. The admissions
office is aiming for 500 first year and 20
transfer students.
232 out of 235 Early Decision admit¬
tances have made their deposits. 1,137
applications were accepted regular de¬
cision, and transfer applicants will be
informed of their status on April 15th.
Statistics of note this year include
the groundbreaking number of “multi¬
cultural applicants,” which totalled 822,
noted Dean of Admissions Wylie Mitch¬
ell in an interview with The Student.
The term “multicultural applicants” en¬
compasses the Asian, African American,
Latino, and Native American individu¬
als who apply to Bates from within the
U.S. “This is literally a record breaking
number,” he said. “And the international
number has been increasing too.” This
year admissions perused over 900 inter¬
national applications.
Associate Dean of Admissions Kris¬
ten Belka noted that while certain re¬
gions of the country might yield high
applicantion numbers, these areas are
not necessarily representative of the
community at Bates. “For example,
while California falls fourth in terms of
the number of [applications] sent in, it
won’t be likely that California will be
fourth in matriculating students,” added
Mitchell.
Bates received the most U.S. ap¬
plications from Massachusetts, followed
by New York, Maine, California and
Connecticut. China sent Bates the most
international applications, followed by
Pakistan, Vietnam, Nepal and Jamaica.
Mitchell noted that in the face of
competition from many terrific colleges
and universities, college promotion ef¬
forts “kick it up” until May 1st, which
is the final decision reply date for ac¬
cepted students.
One promotional service is the
phone-a-thon, during which Bates stu¬
dents call, congratulate and offer their
experience to potential Bobcats. “We
were able to reach, individually, 80 to
90 percent of the students we’ve of¬
fered a spot,” said Mitchell.
Student organizations, coaches, pro¬
fessors and faculty alike do their best
See CLASS OF'14, page 4
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Students, faculty, parents, alumni and friends of the College gather in Perry Atrium during last Friday's Summit.
PALO PEIRCE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The ninth annual Mount David
Summit was held on Friday, April 2nd,
in multiple spaces throughout Pettengill Hall, New Commons, Gannett
Theatre, Schaeffer Theatre and Olin
Arts Center. The event celebrates a
plethora of works to which more than
400 students contributed. Material
on display represented a wide array
of disciplines and included academic
studies, multimedia presentations, stu¬
dent and alumni panels and several
musical and dance performances.
The purpose of the Summit is for
student scholars to engage and inter¬
act with the College community, said

Vice-President for Academic Affairs and
Dean of the Faculty Jill N. Reich.
“It is a time to present creative work,
research and projects, to advance knowl¬
edge, to have opportunities to exchange,
defend and expand learning, and to par¬
ticipate in the responsibility of all edu¬
cated adults to have informed discussions
about new ideas,” she added.
The Summit began in Pettengill
Hall’s Perry Atrium, where more than
100 student research posters were dis¬
played for the College community
throughout the afternoon. Posters ran
the gamut of academic disciplines with
research in African American studies,
anthropology, Asian studies, biochem¬
istry. biology, chemistry, economics,
education, English, environmental stud¬
ies, geology, history, mathematics, neu-

roscience, politics, psychology, rhetoric,
Spanish and theater.
Benjamin Latham ’ll presented
findings from his off-campus study re¬
search, which involved an economic
investigation of the impact of an oil
spill on fishing in Madagascar. Lind¬
say Blitstein M2, meanwhile, explored
the impact of tourism on the economy
of Tanzania. “I thoroughly enjoyed the
entire process, especially the insight 1
gained regarding the Maasai people,”
she said.
The Summit also showcased the 10th
annual Barlow Off-Campus Study Pho¬
tography Exhibition, which comprises
images taken from students studying
across the globe. “Images of Russia:
From St. Petersburg to Lake Baikal” was
See DEANS, page 4

A number of Bates students were
part of the estimated 2,500 attend¬
ees at a rally at the Portland Expo for
President Barack Obama on Thursday,
April 1st At the rally, the President
delivered a speech that many political
analysts claim was part of a “national
sales pitch” to boost awareness in the
American public of the recently-passed
healthcare bill’s benefits and to clari¬
fy surrounding misinformation. The
visit marked Obama’s first address in
Maine since 2008, though the state is
considered politically friendly territory:
Obama took 15 out of 16 Maine coun¬
ties in the 2008 Presidential Election.
Maine has pioneered the healthcare re¬
form that Obama champions, prohibit¬
ing insurers from denying coverage to
people with pre-existing conditions and
mandating limits on insurer profits.
Obama lauded the benefits gained
by the recently signed healthcare bill
and emphasized in his remarks that it
“will take about four years to imple¬
ment this entire plan, because we’ve
got to do it responsibly; we need to get
it right.” Throughout his speech, Obama
rebuffed claims from critics that the bill
would derail efforts to create jobs and
asserted that it is unfair to judge the bill
just a week after its passage. “Before
we find out if people like healthcare
reform, we should wait to see what
happens when we actually put it into
place” he said.
The Bates Democrats organized a
bus to bring volunteers to the event.
Brigit Anderson ’12, who attended as
part of the club’s contingent, was less
than satisfied. “Although his delivery
was great, the context of his speech
was lacking,” she said. “The speech had
the feel of a campaign stump speech,
See PRESIDENT, page 4

Hughes honored with Kroepsch teaching award
Economics professor and microeconomic theory specialist is this year's recipient of prestigious accolade
GARDINER NARDINI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

This year, the prestigious Ruth M.
and Robert H. Kroepsch Award for Ex¬
cellence in Teaching was awarded to
James Hughes, Bates’ Thomas Sowell
Professor of Economics. Hughes, who
specializes in microeconomic theory
as it relates to law, gender, health, la¬
bor and the environment, has taught at
Bates since 1992.
Hughes became interested in eco¬
nomics after observing firsthand its rel¬
evance to poverty and other social issues
while studying abroad in Egypt.
‘Teaching economics anywhere,
you have to get across that this matters
in people’s lives,” he explained in an in¬
terview regarding his role as a professor.

“And if my students at any level leave the
classroom feeling that they can read the
newspaper, they can watch the news, or
they can reflect on what’s going on in the
world even a little bit as an economist,
then I think that my teaching’s been quite
successful.”
Both Hughes’ colleagues and stu¬
dents appreciate his ability to elucidate
difficult concepts and empower those
he teaches to think on their own. “Jim
demands a lot of his students, and
they give it to him. He demands that
they learn, and not just regurgitate.
He demands that they understand the
economics, not just the mathematics,”
remarked Chair of Economics Lynne
Lewis. “He demands a high level of per¬
formance, and he’s tough, and I think
they love that. They like being chal-

lenged, they like being told that they
can do it, and they do it.”
“I’m like the mother bird that’s teach¬
ing the baby to fly. My intention is at the
end of this, I’m kicking you out of the
nest,” said Hughes.
In a talk last Tuesday, March 30th, Hughes
reflected on his experience at Bates.
Hughes remembered that on first ar¬
rival, he strove to develop a teaching ap¬
proach based on the styles of established
professors around him. But doing so was
unproductive, and eventually Hughes
flung aside his fears of personal imper¬
fection to embrace his current methodol¬
ogy, which emphasizes exploration and
learning from mistakes. “It used to be that
if I hadn’t read over all of my notes be¬
fore each class, I was terrified,” Hughes
said.

Hughes noticed that as time has
passed, the overall attention span of his
students has significantly diminished.
This can be seen in the division of atten¬
tion that results from in-class Blackberry
usage and in the occasional student who
chooses the climax of a lecture as time
for a bathroom break, he said. However,
when it comes to tackling research ques¬
tions and fleshing out subtle concepts,
Hughes’ pupils are increasingly creative “better economists,” in fact. “Whether this
is them or just me being a better advisor,
I don’t know,” he admitted.
Hughes said that while he has arrived
at senior status in the economics depart¬
ment, he retains a youthful outlook. “At
this point I’m a grandfather figure to stu¬
dents, but I’m so used to feeling new - It’s
hard to adjust.”
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Professor Jim Hughes humorously expresses his new seniority in the department through an analogy to Star War's Yoda.
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Don’t let academic
stress ruin your
college experience
to argue that we should cease alto¬
gether to care about our academic
commitments. I chose Bates in large
part because I sensed that academics
were truly valued here, and I con¬
sider myself a highly conscientious
student. Quite to the contrary, I fear
that our preoccupation with grades
and other systematized measure¬
ments of academic achievement may
actually interfere with how much we
get out of our academic experiences.
Caring about academics is not equiv¬
alent to letting them consume your
life, and I think it is imperative that
we recognize this distinction.
When walking around my Roman
neighborhood in the early afternoon, I
would find numerous couples out for
a leisurely stroll, children kicking soc¬
cer balls around while home on their
lunch breaks, and the occasional moth¬
er or two strolling their babies. And of
course, those not outside were likely
enjoying naps. Stores were closed, and
everything stood calmly still. The Medi¬
terranean siesta is perhaps one of the
best examples of the more relaxed ap¬
proach to life which defines Southern
European countries. I did not even need
to strike up conversation with my Italian
neighbors to know that they worked to
live rather than lived to work.
A friend of mine who studied in
Barcelona last year was recently talking
about just how frustrated her professors
there would become with the American
students. When a paper was assigned,
these students bombarded the professor
with questions and lingered over every
detail. They noted that the Spanish stu¬
dents, by contrast, simply followed the
assignment and handed in the paper, no
“ifs,” “ands” or “buts” involved.
This situation does not sound ter¬
ribly unfamiliar to one we would en¬
counter at Bates. Of course, not all
students fit the aforementioned scene,
and a wide spectrum of stress levels
certainly exist on our campus. But how
many of us have procrastinated all day perhaps, deep down, because we were
stressed about doing well on the assign-

REGINA TAVANI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

When preparing for
my semester in Rome
last winter, I was admit¬
tedly skeptical of the
Off-Campus Study Office’s repeated
claims that study abroad fundamentally
changes one’s outlook on the world. Af¬
ter all, I would be studying in a western
European city, in my own motherland,
and living with a group of American
students. In the grand scheme of the
world’s cultures, would that of a west¬
ern European metropolis really be all
that different than what I was used to?
The Off-Campus Study Office was
correct. My semester abroad did in fact
alter my outlook. I did not become
aware of just how much Italy’s devilmay-care approach to life had infected
me until I returned for my final year at
Bates. As much as admissions materials
like to paint our campus as a laid-back
abyss, my time in Italy had made me
realize that Bates too is part of Ameri¬
ca’s high-stress, success-driven culture.
Some of us do a great job hiding it, but
a great many Bates students are preoc¬
cupied with their academic work to the
point that it interferes with their abil¬
ity to enjoy college, leads to reckless
behavior, or both. I never realized this
with such clarity until after my return
from Rome. To put it tersely, Bates kids
stress too much about schoolwork. Be¬
fore Italy, I was one of these kids, and
sometimes, I still am. But I certainly
have noticed a change in my work ethic
since returning from Rome. I take my
studies just as seriously, but I’ve come
to recognize that they should never
fundamentally conflict with one’s hap¬
piness and one’s ability to have fun in
college, especially during senior year. I
do not think this change in attitude was
to my detriment, as I earned the highest
grades of my time at Bates last semester.
I in no way believe that this phe¬
nomenon is limited to our campus,
but as a member of this campus’ com¬
munity, I feel the issue is one that
needs to be addressed with regard
to Bates. Likewise, I do not intend

See COLLEGE, page 2
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EDITOR

Last Monday, the li¬
brary printers sprang to
life, spitting out page
after page on the economic decline of
Russia, and cultural primatology, and
the effects of dopamine on execute dys¬
function - basically all sorts of things
that I’ll never understand. Pages were
clipped into the infamous black bind¬
ers, and eager students ran over to Lane
Hall to dispose of said binders. After¬
ward, people congregated on campus
and an endless stream of students pa¬
raded to the bars for celebratory drinks.
Books were returned to the library by
the dozen and now-useless JStor ar¬
ticles were ceremoniously burned. As I
too began shredding my pages of re¬
search, I suddenly stopped in my tracks.
I wasn’t done with thesis. I still had an¬
other two weeks.
I have found myself seriously
thrown off by the fact that we have dif¬
ferent thesis due dates. A considerable
amount of the senior class produces a
first semester thesis. Meanwhile, the rest
of us aren’t even thinking about it yet.
That leaves one group of people who is
thesis carefree during second semester
while the rest of us continue to slave
away. Then comes the wave of Hon¬
ors thesis students who complete their
projects with about two free weeks left
in the semester, and while I understand
that this is no easy feat, it makes it ex¬
ceedingly difficult for the rest of us to
power through until finals week. As I

i

speak, I should be locked in the library
finishing my revisions. Rather, I’m pro¬
crastinating by writing this article while
sitting in the sun outside of the Ronj,
arguably working at five percent of my
full capacity.
I argue that this differentiation
among thesis due dates causes a frac¬
tion within the Bates community. The
senior thesis, a culminating event to
Bates academia, is meant to be suf¬
fered by all, and what better way to suf¬
fer than to suffer in unison? I know of
other schools, such as Worcester, where
everyone erfgages in and completes
their theses at the same time. The due
date, or Independent Study Monday, is
a major celebration for all - complete
with custom-made T-shirts. What better
way to build college comradery than
through a universal thesis deadline? Be
that as it may, this comprehensive fin¬
ishing date might also result in unprec¬
edented debauchery around campus.
But that is a bridge to cross when we
come to it.
As it is, however, we all- finish our
theses in waves, some first semester,
some partway through the second,
some the last day of classes, and the in¬
evitable few during finals weeks and af¬
ter the semester is over. In order to keep
us unfinished thesis writers on track, I
think a few changes are in order.
There is nothing quite as discon¬
certing as going to the printer station in
the library to print your 10-page excuse
for progress before your advisor meet¬
ing, only to be stalled by the moans
and groans of Ladd-A as it pumps out a
240-document - someone’s completed
thesis. Besides the obvious reason that

these documents jam the printer queue
like molasses, I think there should be
a separate, thesis-only printer, hidden
somewhere in the upper echelons of
the third floor, out of the sight of those
who are not yet ready to utilize its pow¬
ers.
In fact, why stop there? Perhaps we
should ordain a thesis-only library. Co¬
ram would be a good venue for this—
who needs a digital imaging center
anyway? Coram can be the appointed
the thesis-only library; keycard access
will restrict students to their respective
libraries. This will ensure that students
who are not completing thesis will not
have to research or write in the compa¬
ny of students who are done. Peaceful
coexistence through separation, I say.
In fact, why stop with segregated
libraries? We could just build a wall
through all of campus, dividing it
into separate domains for those do¬
ing thesis. Luckily, the construction
occurring in the center of campus
has already provided a natural di¬
vide. We can simply expand upon
the abundance of fencing already
lining the lawn, creating separate
realms so that the more stressed and
pressured individuals do not have to
deal with other people.
However, until these steps are
implemented, it will be a trying last
week of thesising. I have a sneak¬
ing suspicion that I may have to lock
myself into some otherwise unin¬
habited room in Pettengill, or worst
of the worst, Pettigrew. Or I can just
release my inhibition and pretend
that I, too, passed in my thesis last
week. Goose, anyone?

Humanitarian tourism
devalues culture and
identity of distinct
African nations
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Universal thesis due
dates would improve
senior class comradery

Let me preface this
article by saying that I
am as concerned as any other socially
minded person about the poverty, dis¬
ease and violence that plague much of
what we call the “developing” world.
With intentions of going into the medi¬
cal and public health fields, I strongly
commiserate with those suffering from
disadvantages I can only imagine, and I
have every intention of contributing to
humanitarian aid causes for the rest of
my life.
«
Yet, that being said, I increasingly
feel that our attitude, particularly as un¬
dergraduate students at a small - and
quite liberal - liberal arts school, toward
“helping” “Africa” in particular - argu¬
ably the neediest and most enticing to
those seeking an experience or connec¬
tion to the “developing” world - is in.credibly misdirected and self-serving.
First and foremost, it is appalling
that many of us routinely refer to a
continent of 53 nations - each with
a distinct culture and history - in a
manner that implies that the entire
11.7-million-square-mile land block is
inhabited by a homogenous people.
Almost every day in my classes that fo¬
cus on health and development, I hear
some innocent, well-intending student
start a sentence with “When I was in
Africa..." or ask a question about HIV/
AIDS in “Africa.” What is the prob¬
lem with such generalizations? Sure¬
ly these experiences and trends are
valuable points to discuss. But take
a look at HIV/AIDS prevalence rates,
for instance - while Swaziland has the
highest rate of HIV prevalence in the
world, Tunisia and Egypt (also in Af¬
rica) have some of the lowest. Talk¬
ing about HIV in “Africa” represents
an expansion of what we see as the
most salient (and negative) character¬
istics of a rather specific geographic
area to an entire continent. Similarly,

speaking about our experience in “Af¬
rica” says nothing about the culture
of our home-stay family in, let’s say,
Mali, versus someone else’s home-stay
family in Uganda. Using such general¬
ized language not only creates false
assumptions but also devalues the ex¬
perience of people living and visiting
nations all over the African continent.
Plus, how often do you hear people
say, “When I was in North America...”
or even “When I was in Asia...” Group¬
ing Guatemala with Canada, or Lebanon
with Thailand would seem ridiculous to
most - their cultures have barely any¬
thing in common! But why do we as¬
sume that Algeria and Cameroon, South
Africa and, Kenya, are so similar that
they do not deserve their own specific
titling in our day-to-day conversation?
Our tendency to group everyone in the
second-most populous continent in the
world under one label implies our in¬
herent devaluing of their cultures and
individual identities. Though telling our
classmates about our “African adven¬
tures” may make us seem like daring,
humanitarian and caring people, it also
turns every individual in Africa into a
plaything of the Western world.
And while I do not doubt that most
people seeking a humanitarian “adven¬
ture” in “Africa” have good intentions
behind their travel plans, it seems that
most community service based trips to
the poorest areas of the World, particu¬
larly those located in various regions
of Africa, represent glorified vacations.
Having been to “Africa” myself, I do
not think that ,the week-long volunteer
forays many of us engage in really do
much to contribute to the prosperity
of a given nation or its citizens. Rather,
they make the visitors - who only have
to live in impoverished areas for a lim¬
ited amount of time, and with resources
that still greatly exceed what is available
to locals - feel like heroes for having
sacrificed their trip to the Bahamas for
something truly “meaningful.” We spend
a few weeks in a rural village in Kenya,
hop on a plane back to the U.S. with
our “African” fabrics and souvenirs in

T-»

hand and talk about our life-changing
experience in the middle of our cushy
living room in American suburbia. But
are the lives of the people left behind
in “Africa” truly changed? To many of
them, we are just another white face
in the stream of Westerners passing
through their small town.
That you have to now pay exorbi¬
tant prices to volunteer in many places
in Africa truly speaks to the tourist na¬
ture of community service on the conti¬
nent. I understand that programs need
money to maintain their humanitarian
efforts. But does not paying to work
seem counterintuitive? Does that not
highlight the benefit paid to the visitor
rather than to the community members?
We pay to help like we would pay to
see a movie or go to a museum - we
pay for things that derive immediate
benefit for ourselves, not for others.
And where does that money end up? It
certainly doesn’t go straight to the pock¬
ets of the people who need it most, but
rather it benefits a program or national
institution that is, more often than not,
tainted by some form of corruption.
So do I suggest that we abandon
“Africa” for fear of being self-serving?
Not at all. Instead, J think we need to
adjust our attitudes to think of the con¬
tinent as a group of culturally rich and
unique nations rather than a gigantic pit
of despair begging for our assistance.
We need to adopt modesty in our hu¬
manitarian work and recognize that our
efforts are a mere drop in the bucket,
not the heroic endeavors we dream
them to be. And most importantly, if we
truly mean to make a difference to oth¬
ers, and not just to ourselves, those of
us who are interested in “African adven¬
tures,” must not go to a specific place for
a month or two-month stint, but instead
should live there, among the people, for
an extended period of time. Do a little
research, find a program or place that
is not profiting off of misguided tour¬
ists, and commit to benefiting not your
ego or your guilt, but the people who
are actually in need, for more than just
spring break.

&
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Pandering to Tea
Partiers will cost the
GOP in the long run
BLAISE LUCEY
ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR

Bricks
thrown
through the windows
of offices of elected officials. Spit, insults
and death threats sent to other elected
officials. What crumbling nation-state is
this? What courageous rebels are fight¬
ing against their tyrannical government
now? Oh. It’s those noblest of souls, the
Tea Partiers!
Tea Partiers are bravely waging war
against the U.S. Government to remind
us that passing a law directed by a
man elected by the majority of people,
passed by the majority consensus of of¬
ficials elected by the majority of people,
is actually... uh, wait, I’m confused. Is
the healthcare bill predicating social¬
ism, communism, fascism or some kind
of Super Trifecta Tyranny? Was Hitler a
big fan of universal health care, too? Or
was he more a fan of sending hordes of
people into the streets, throwing bricks
into windows?
I, for one, am a big fan of these
Tea Parties. I would like to encourage
Tea Party members to form their own
political platform and run on it. Eightyfour percent of Tea Partiers identify
themselves as Republicans, but why
shouldn’t they change the status quo
by making a third party? Ralph Nader
certainly helped the Progressive cause

when he ran in 2000 against Bush and
Gore. I would love it if the Republicans
lost a chunk of their voters because of
their own propaganda.
If the massive protests against the
Iraq War during Bush’s presidency
didn’t do anything, then the Tea Par¬
ties won’t eithef. Then again, anti-war
protestors weren’t sponsored and
controlled by a propaganda network
as polished as FOX News. They also
didn’t try the brick-through-the-window approach.
The Tea Parties are not so much a
powerful uprising of public sentiment
as they are the dramatic death throes
of a party shedding every moderate
influence for fear of losing the base.
When Mitt Romney was the Governor
of Massachusetts, he drafted a health¬
care bill for Massachusetts that, in fact,
forced people to buy health insurance.
Ask him about his feelings for this new
bill, though, and he’ll tell you a differ¬
ent story.
Republicans are catering to the most
extreme members of their constituency.
They don’t want the Tea Partiers to
splinter off into some rogue party, be¬
cause that would guarantee Democrat
victories. Instead, they have to deli¬
cately maintain these Tea Parties while
hoping that the moderate Republicans
(the richer ones) are still in love with
the way capitalism has caressed them
all these years.
This is a very shortsighted strategy,

and it is bound to fail. The New York
Times’ Frank Rich recently shed light
on the folly of the current Republican
plan: from July 2007 to July 2008, non¬
white American births accounted for 48
percent of the births in this country. By
2012, Rich says, white births will be in
the minority.
Statistics like this should send rip¬
ples of fear through the GOP. There
may be one or two, maybe even three,
non-white Tea Partiers, but I haven’t
seen any. If the Republicans continually
pander to such a specific group, they
are looking at an 18-year lifetime, if that.
I suppose Sarah Palin is doing a
good job of becoming the Tea Party’s
candidate. I can see her running in the
Republican Primaries, backed by the
Partiers, and then losing to Romney so
that, by default, the Tea Partiers vote for
him. Or maybe Palin will stay out of the
Primaries and stay on FOX News, the
true political platform of the Tea Parties.
Either way, we’re in for an interest¬
ing few years. Republicans are go¬
ing to have to sharply veer from the
right if they are' going to maintain
any relevancy in the coming decades.
It probably won’t be long before we
see them running on some kind of
platform promising not only a modi¬
fication of the status quo, but a spirit
of renewal and potential, something
like... like... Hope and Change. Or,
as Sarah Palin would say, a spirit of
“hopey, changey thingy.”

College is about more than
getting good grades
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

ment at hand - and then had to pull
an all-nighter to complete it in time for
the deadline? Our late night study hab¬
its inevitably lead to the heavy abuse
of prescription stimulants on this cam¬
pus - another issue altogether, but one
I think worth mentioning. Sure, recre¬
ational drug use is often a piece of the
coming-of-age-college experience - but
can we really call this kind of behavior
recreational? Can’t we somehow find
a way to get our work done and still
get seven or eight hours of sleep, so
as not to constantly need stimulants?
I’ve certainly stressed and pro¬
crastinated just as much, if not more,
as the next person in my time at
Bates. But one piece of advice I feel
I can offer soundly is not to pass up
opportunities for fun and relaxation
if they arise - no matter how much
work you may have. I don’t suggest
you go to Babylon when you have an
eight-page paper you have yet to start
due the next morning, but if you feel
you can negotiate a way to get your
work done ahead of time, go for it. Be
realistic about how long it takes you to
accomplish something - will you really
be in the library all of Thursday night
studying for an exam, or will you wind
up surfing Facebook starting around 11
p.m., only to wind up at Milt’s and head
back to your room to watch television?
With a goal in front of you, it is likely
you will also work more efficiently. Set
up a rewards system for yourself. As
they say, “All work and no play makes
Johnny a dull boy.” If you don’t let your¬
self have fun once in a while, your work
will only become more stressful.
Furthermore, colleges like Bates

are not pre-professional institutions.
You did not come to. Bates primarily
to earn a degree (because let’s face it,
what, exactly, does a B.A. in any arts
or science qualify one for in the lorig
term?). You came to Bates for its pedi¬
gree. We are here to leam, but in a
broader sense than through classrooms
and books. Upper middle-class families,
which comprise the majority of the stu¬
dent population here, often seek deep
down to give their students an “expe¬
rience” - one they could not get at a

"These are our golden years.
We'll have mortgages, bills
and children to deal with
someday, but for now, let's
embrace the waning years of
our youth before it's too late."

less expensive state college. We need
to remind ourselves that many, perhaps
even a majority of American students,
contribute significantly to their college
tuition expenses, which entails work¬
ing a significant numbers of hours in some cases, part-time. While some
Bates students may find themselves in
this situation as well, those who do not
should be thankful that they are not
in this position. I often wonder, given
how stressed we are with our existing
commitments, if those of us without
part-time jobs could ever handle them

With our schoolwork. The fact that we
are able to stress out so heavily in the
absence of such employment commit¬
ments suggests to me that something
is fundamentally unhealthy in our at¬
titudes. No matter what our socioeco¬
nomic background, our attendance at
Bates places us in a position of privilege
right now, and we should express our
gratitude for that, rather than ruminate
over the grade we will receive in our
Indigenous Pacific Cultures seminar.
Although I’d like to hope so, I’m
not sure America will ever be able to
achieve the carefree attitude of the
Mediterranean. Our obsession with
success has been deeply engrained
in our identity since our founding,
and I do not think our general ab¬
horrence for increasing government
care will help us alter our competi¬
tive spirit anytime soon. Even so,
the time to stress is not during your
undergraduate years. Save it for law
or medical school, a Ph.D. program,
or a high-stakes job when, frankly,
much more will be demanded of you
to stress about. These are our golden
years. Well have mortgages, bills and
children to deal with someday, but
for now, let’s embrace the waning years
of our youth before it’s too late. Study
hard, complete your assignments in a
timely and engaged fashion, and ex¬
pand your mind. But don’t make Ladd
your second home. Stay in Commons
way too late. Go out on a Wednesday if
the opportunity arises. Let’s make sure
that when we look back on the “best
four years of our lives,” we are able to
truly remember four incredible years.
After all, stress is never going to end,
but college will.

Pub Crawl: the
Bates equivalent
of the senior prom
blings begin to grow louder. Just as
was the case for high school prom,
suddenly everyone receives an unwrit¬
ten memo that this is the time to make
sure you won’t be left floating solo in
the Puddle at the end of the afternoon.
Seniors take varied strategic approaches
to this process, forced to decide be¬
tween the like-a-sibling friend and the
more recent cute-but-casual hookup,
with the bottom line being that no one
wants to be stuck with an awkward, un¬
exciting partner on a day that will help
contribute to our final Bates memories.
No senior hopes to foolishly dress up in
the company of someone with whom
he or she shares virtually no common
Bates history, nor does anyone wish
to have the day marked by photos of
themselves amongst people who, while
probably perfectly adequate, are simply
not their friends. Like prom, brainstorm¬
ing about who to ask, and the actual
asking itself requires a certain degree of
discussion amongst friends, to ensure
no overlapping invitations, to avoid any
partner stealing, and to make sure that
asking a pal’s former significant other
will not be perceived as a social taboo.
It is the existence of significant
others that add an additional, com¬
plicating dimension to the entire Pub
Crawl partner process. This can play
out in several ways. One half of a
couple may be of the eager beaver va¬
riety, managing to actually hold his or
her partner for all four years; but, as¬
suming they did not start dating at the
onset of College, this typically leaves
the other half of the couple out in the
cold, forced to scramble for a part¬
ner that doesn’t mind being a clear
consolation prize for their partner’s
boyfriend or girlfriend. This becomes
trickier still if the partnered half of the
couple is particularly spacey and fails
to mention such prior arrangements to
their significant other; possibly result¬
ing in what I can only anticipate will
be some form of 11th hour shuffling.
Furthermore, for these c spies in
which both halves lack a ] rtner, the
contested question arises as to wheth¬
er or not to succumb to convenience
and go to Pub Crawl together, or to
reject this option in favor of avoiding
the couple cliche. This appears to be
one realm of Pub Crawl partner dis¬
cussion in which all members of the
senior class are particularly opinionat¬
ed, leaving many concerned not only
with who they will end up with at the
end of May, but also with the ensuing
judgmental perceptions.
I am sure that each of us knew at
least one couple in high school that
broke up at some point immediately
prior to prom. Already having made
plans to attend the event together, as
a couple, gossip circulated regarding
what they would possibly do. Simi¬
larly, the same is bound to be the case
for at least one senior Bates couple
with plans 7to be Pub Crawl partners.
Although I sincerely do not wish any
ill-fated romantic occurrence upon
any of my fellow students, it seems
implausible: that couple-based partner
planning could widely go off without
a hitch, leaving me to wonder what
kind of catastrophic and dramatic so¬
cial anxiety this will cause. So, to the
Class of 2010, not only do I eagerly
anticipate every moment of unavoid¬
able Short Term debauchery, but I will
also continue to keep my ears alert,
listening for the mills of gossip, frus¬
tration and strife certain to escalate as
Pub Crawl draws near.

Z0E ROSENTHAL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The
rumblings
start early, as early
as the beginning of
second
semester.
Someone is drunk,
starts reminiscing, gets nostalgic about
the past four years, and inevitably starts
a diatribe about how fun Short Term is
going to be, particularly the excitement
of Senior Week. One of the best things
about Senior Week is the lack of plan¬
ning involved. I’m sure that our hard¬
working class presidents will disagree
with me, but as far as most students in
the Class of 2010 are concerned, the last
week of May rolls around and, inevita¬
bly, Senior Week activities commence.
Still, despite Senior Week’s existence as
a week of festivities unbridled by stress,
the same cannot so easily be said of the
advanced planning required for Pub
Crawl. Yes, Pub Crawl is notorious for
the hilarious costumes donned by each
member of the graduating class as they
gallivant through the streets of Lewis¬
ton between the Goose and the Pub.
However, even though these costumes
always prove to be monumentally en¬
tertaining at the very least, they are also,
as I am told, often thrown together sev¬
eral hours prior to the actual “crawling.”
So, to return to the drunken rum¬
bling-initiator: this person does not start
any form of costume-obsessed dialogue
among members of the senior class;
rather, he or she unavoidably spins
the topic of conversation to address
Pub Crawl partners. Traditionally, Pub
Crawl participants “compete” in the socalled race in opposite-gender pairs.
Yet it seems, perhaps in light of the fact
that Bates lacks a surplus of “date func¬
tion” events, seniors develop a certain
amount of social pre-occupation geared
toward discussing, claiming, asking and
determining Pub Crawl partners. Now,
the first person to bring up the topic is
undoubtedly someone who already has
a partner, because no one wants to go
around bragging about their unpopular¬
ity. Indeed, the rumbling-initiator most
likely falls among those seniors who
pinned down a partner very early on.
Most of these eager beaver partnergrabbers confirmed their Pub Crawl duo
sometime during their first year and can
often be heard making claims about the
stability of the long-lasting friendship
between them and their partner. But
this situation is not always as peachy
as it sounds, simply because not all
first-year friendships are quite so longlasting. So, as friendships drift apart,
Pub Crawl becomes the only sustaining
factor in the relationship, providing a
more than adequate party conversation
starter and not much more. Even more
problematic, each partner develops an
amount of awkward uncertainty about
whether or not they are still promised
to their original first-year buddy. Some
handle this situation by aggressively
proposing Pub Crawl partnership to
every member of the opposite-sex they
happen to befriend, racking up the Pub
Crawl equivalent to notches on a belt.
In fact, one unnamed male member of
the senior class was recently overheard
bragging that he had accumulated sev¬
en Pub Crawl partners during his four
years of college, sending several previ¬
ously unassuming females into a part¬
ner-finding frenzy as second semester
nears completion.
This is precisely when the rum¬
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Pawnshops a unique, thriving
industry in Lewiston/Auburn
DANIELA REICHELSTEIN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Perhaps some of the most durable
small businesses in the Lewiston/Auburn area are the ten local pawnshops,
most of which have been up and run¬
ning for the past 20 years or more.
The giant of the L/A pawnshop sec¬
tor, Lewiston Pawn Shop Inc., has been
in business since 1975 and comprises
four buildings and eight floors of mer¬
chandise, making it the largest pawn
operation in New England.
Teeming with a variety of merchan¬
dise, the store’s manager, Matt, asks,
“What types of items don’t we sell? We
sell a wide array of musical instruments
- wind, percussion, string. This really
makes our store unique because many
other pawnshops around here don’t
have the space for instruments.”
Other stores specialize in stocking
certain types of merchandise. “My par¬
ticular store sells a lot of gold and silver
jewelry,” said Andy at Wordell’s Trading
in Auburn. “For some reason we always
get a surplus of engagement rings in

the spring. I guess people manage to
stay married all winter, but come spring
time and our store is stocked.”
The majority of L/A pawnshops
buy and sell a myriad of items rang¬
ing from domestic appliances such as
power tools, computers, flat screen
televisions and furniture to more un¬
conventional gadgets such as firearms.
“I usually have anything that people
are looking for,” said an employee at
Auburn Pawn. “We have all items we
feel comfortable taking in.”
Several pawnshop employees
notice patterns of business from the
Bates community. “We get a lot of
students at the beginning of the year
who come in to buy furniture for their
dorm rooms,” said Paul Berube from
Webster’s Trading Co., which has
been in business for 22 years. “After
that, I generally see about two stu¬
dents come in per month.”
“In the fall, Bates students are in¬
terested in our TVs and stuff to put on
their walls,” said Matt. “They sell a lot
of refrigerators at the end of the year.”
Overall, business at the pawn¬

shops is typically steady, with a
small influx of customers in the
late winter and early spring. “A lot
of people looking to get that extra
TV come in during February and
March,” said Matt.
“We’re usually really busy in the
afternoons,” said Berube. “We buy
and sell pretty much 50-50. One day
we may do a lot of buying and the
next a lot of selling. But in the end it
all evens out.”
Several shops even conduct busi¬
ness over the Internet. “We do eBay,
Gunbroker and Auction House,” said
Marcel at Pine Tree Trading Co. in
Lewiston. Webster Trading Co. uses
eBay and Gunbroker as well, while
Lewiston Pawn Shop occasionally
takes advantage of eBay.
Some pawnshop employees are
particularly concerned about the wel¬
fare of their customers. “I try to help
people as much as possible,” said
Andy. “A lot of the stuff we can’t sell
goes to Goodwill.”
“I treat people like they are human
beings,” said Marcel. “I treat them fairly.”

Economics professor Nathan Tefft in national
spotlight for childhood obesity research
RACHEL HASTINGS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Assistant Professor of Economics
Nathan Tefft has found himself in the
national spotlight as a result of his work
on an article published April 1st in the
journal “Health Affairs.” The article, ti¬
ded ‘Taxing Soft Drinks And Restricting
Access To Vending Machines To Curb
Child Obesity," argues that oft-cited
anti-obesity measures that mandate re¬
moving soft drinks from school vending
machines and taxing sugary beverages
will result in little to no reduction of
childhood obesity rates. The article
also poses recommendations to create
more effective measures.
In a comment to The Student, Tefft
ran through why these policies do not
achieve their intended purpose. “Exist¬
ing soda taxes are small enough so that
soda drinkers may be willing to pay
the higher price without changing their
consumption behavior, and in some
cases, they may not even be aware of
the taxes” he said. “Our research has
also shown that kids manage to main¬
tain approximately the same level of
soda consumption even after vending

machine restrictions are imposed in
schools, suggesting that they’re finding
other sources for their soda.”
Tefft does not condemn existing
policies. Additionally, he sees progress
in the developing public sentiment that
the obesity epidemic must be stopped.
“Soda taxes and vending machine re¬
strictions have the potential to be useful
tools, so I think it’s positive that they
are being tried and we’re able to see
how they work,” he said. But as the ar¬
ticle’s findings demonstrate, obesity is
a problem that cannot be solved with
simple government actions, “My re¬
search shows how difficult the problem
really is., .and that these policies are not
‘silver bullets’” he said.
Tefft warned that childhood obesity
will result in monumental increases in
healthcare costs. He argued that this
long-term danger should be an incen¬
tive for the government to act now. “I
think a major lesson from my research
is that government intervention must be
comprehensive in order to have an ef¬
fect on childhood obesity,” he said.
Comprehensive reform is difficult,
Tefft said. While government policy,
especially combined w'ith increased
education, has potential, the American
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diet remains a perpetually touchy issue.
“It w'ill be difficult to know where to
draw the line when it comes to federal
or state intervention in what people eat,
or, on the other side, how they bum
calories, since these are certainly per¬
sonal decisions,” he explained. “As a
society we will have to make difficult
political decisions regarding these con¬
flicting issues."

RA defends balanced allocations in
face of large club funding request
GARDINER NARDINI
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

In a meeting of
the BCSG Represen¬
tative Assembly last
Monday, April 5th,
student officials ad¬
dressed two pressing
budgetary concerns.
First, the assembly deliberated a co¬
sponsorship fund request submitted by
the Chase Hall Committee (CHC) to fi¬
nance a barbecue costing $300, a laser
light show costing between $6,000 and
$10,000, inflatables costing between
$3,000 and $7,000, and one or multiple
acts of the Drop Everything And Play
festival costing $1,000 each. “We can’t
justify giving more than $110,000 of the
budget, more than a third of the budget,
to one club over the year,” said Trea¬
surer Hunter Archibald T2 in response
to the request. Other representatives
complained that the proposal did not
provide sufficient detail. The Budget
Committee recommended that $300
be granted to the CHC. This recom¬
mendation was passed with all in fa¬
vor except two members, one who

abstained from the vote and one who
voted against the recommendation.
A second request came from the
Bates Student Muslim Association
(BSMA). The group intends to bring
prominent religion scholar John Es¬
posito to speak at Bates. Some assem¬
bly members contended that Esposito,
a renowned academic figure, would
provide a vital education to the college
campus and benefit the student body.
Others noted that the project would
be well received by multiple campus
groups, as its existing funding came
from various organizations. $900 will be
paid out of the BSMA club budget, the
Bates Students for Peace and Justice in
Palestine will pay $400, and the Multi¬
faith Chaplaincy will pay $2,500. The
Budget Committee recommended that
$4,100 be granted to the BSMA. This
recommendation passed unanimously.
Present members of the RA then
voted on the 2010-2011 Student Con¬
duct Committee roster, on which Mat¬
thew Cocciardi ’ll, Jillian Cummings
T2, Blake Gruber T2, Wong Yoon
Loong ’ll and Nicolette Whitney ’12 are
seated. The roster was passed unani¬
mously.

Class of '14 chosen
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

to reach out to deciding students about
the various programs Bates offers,
while admissions hosts receptions in
cities across the country. All of these ef¬
forts, Mitchell noted, are greatly helped
by significant alumni participation.
According to Belka, the most im¬
portant admissions event is the An¬
nual Admitted Students Reception,
which this year begins during Short
Term on April 27th. “It’s really the big
bang here on campus. Individuals can
consider the school from a more re¬
laxed vantage point, ask new ques¬
tions, and explore the school in a way
that’s difficult before they’re actually
accepted,” Belka said.
Amidst the flurry of data about the
current admissions progress, Mitchell
emphasized the sheer effort that went
into selecting the next year of Bates
students. Each application receives
close, qualitative review over four to
five months before any judgements are
made, he said. “It’s such a thoughtful,
skillful process.”
Neither dean indicated that recent

economic troubles have shifted admis¬
sions figures drastically. “We have no¬
ticed that more of the applicants are
applying for financial aid- in fact we’re
encouraging students to apply for it if
they think their family might need it”
said Mitchell. “Bates is a great experi¬
ence, many families are willing to pay
for it.”
There has not been an apparent de¬
cline in the number of families visiting
campus, Mitchell added.
To avoid over-enrolling, Bates of¬
ten accepts slightly fewer students than
would fulfill the ideal admissions num¬
bers. By doing so, it can field first years
from the wait list as they are needed to
fill the class. “There are some amazing
students on [the waitlist]. Coming off of
it, you are certainly not second best,”
said Belka. “We’ll be happy if we can
do some work on the waitlist.”
For now, there’s not much to do but wait.
“At this point, we’re waiting for May 1st.
Admissions workers, students, alumni
are answering questions, informing ac¬
cepted students on how to complete
the financial aid process” Mitchell said.
“The ball’s back in their court. Now it’s
our turn to check the mail.”

President Obama promotes

Reich calls summit "a wonderful success" healthcare bill in Portland
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

on display as well, chronicling the Rus¬
sian department's 2009 fall study abroad
program. Throughout the celebration,
panel discussions were held on mul¬
tiple issues facing both the Bates and
world communities. Panelists Mert
Karakis 'll, Mohammed Basij-Rasikh
’12 and Leena Nasser T2 discussed
gender under Islamic law and Muslim
feminism, in Turkey, Afghanistan and
Saudi Arabia. Other panels featuring
alumni centered on the commemo¬
ration of the 20th anniversary of the
College’s Women and Gender Studies
program. The program also included
short talks by dozens of students on
topics diverse as poetry, immigration,
Roman law, climate change and local
community-based research.
In the evening, the Bates College
Modern Dance Company held their

annual spring concert in the Schaeffer
Theatre. The performance was direct¬
ed by Director of Dance Carol Dilley.
The show was followed by a perfor¬
mance by the Bates College Choir and
Orchestra, conducted by music direc¬
tor John Corrie in the Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall, who led the group in
the intricate Requiem, KV 626 score
by Mozart, Israel Piedra 12, a bass in
the College Choir, described the per¬
formance as “rewarding.”
“Being able to exhibit to the Col¬
lege community everything you have
worked hard to achieve throughout the
semester, it’s great,” lie added.
According to Reich, the Summit was
a “wonderful success.”
“Every year it has been increas¬
ingly popular demonstrating to
ourselves and others the range and
depth of our students' accomplish¬
ments, learning and success,” she

said. Tessica Glancey ‘12, who at¬
tended the Summit, remarked that
“the students presenting that I had
the opportunity to speak to were
clearly knowledgeable and were
more than willing to explain their
posters.”
Flowever, other students felt that
the logistics of the Summit were poor¬
ly planned and crowded. “Overall, I
felt overwhelmed with the arrange¬
ment in Pettengill Hall and thought
that it was hard to navigate and see
each exhibit,” Harrison Kim ’12 said.
Reich expressed her gratitude
to participating students in a re¬
cent Announce e-mail and said on
behalf of the College, “We are very
proud of your achievements, excited
about your plans and grateful for
a special day of hearing and see¬
ing and experiencing your ideas.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

and was vague, only addressing ex¬
tremists.” Rob Friedlander '10, another
member of the Dems who participated
in the rally, described Obama’s speech
in a more favorable light. “[It was a]
passionate defense of the reform bill
supplemented with concrete evidence,”
he said. According to both Friedlander
and Anderson, the crowd at the event
was mostly comprised of “extremely
enthusiastic” Obama supporters. Sever¬
al Bates students and hundreds of oth¬
ers were unable to obtain tickets to the
event even after waiting and picketing
in favor of Obama’s policies for several
hours. According to one Bates student
who asked to remain anonymous, the
Dems didn’t inform trip members of an
e-mail from the Maine College Demo¬
crats that instructed those interested in
attending the speech to participate in
the U.S Secret Service background the
night before. Without proper clearance
by the Secret Service, several students
who had volunteered with the, event
staff were unable to gain entrance to
the event.
Outside of the Expo center, dozens
of protesters held signs that warned

against increasing federal intrusion and
socialism. Maine College Republicans
member Brendan O’Brien ’ll, who
helped organize the protest effort dur¬
ing the speech, said that Obama vis¬
ited to “talk the people of Maine into
a broader role for the federal govern¬
ment.” O’Brien maintained that the state
of Maine has been divided on the issue
of healthcare reform as Senators Olym¬
pia Snowe and Susan Collins, who both
enjoy majority support in Maine, have
voted against it.
Obama’s rhetoric highlighted the
importance of the American middle
class, arguing that through the passage
of the reform bill, his administration
fulfilled his campaign promise “that our
government would once again be re¬
sponsive to the needs and aspirations
of working families, of America’s mid¬
dle class.” Obama jokingly denounced the
claims of opposition members who cried
Armageddon with the passage of his bill.
He also thanked Maine Democratic Congressmembers Mike Michaud and Chellie
Pingree for their support of the bill.
“[The bill] enshrines the principle
that every American should have the
security of decent care,” Obama said.
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Wednesday, April 7
“Life Inside North Korea”
Film Screening
4:30 p.m.

“Muhammed: Legacy of a
Prophet” Film Screening
7:30 p.m.

Bates Christian Fellowship Meeting
7:30 p.m.
_ Chase Hall - Hirasawa_

Thursday. April 8
Mindfulness Meditation
12:10 p.m.
College Chapel

Investment Club Meeting
7:30 p.m.
Pettengill G54

Jeffrey Jackson Lecture
7:30 p.m.
Pettengill G52
“Paris Under Water. How The City of Light Survivied
the Great Flood of 1910.”

Saturday, April 10
Shabbat Services
6 p.m.
Frye Street Union

Performance Art Showcase
7:30 p.m.
Schaeffer Theater

Softball vs.Tufts
4:30 p.m.
Softball Field

Bates Democrats Meeting
7:30 p.m.
New Commons 221

Jazz Band Concert
7 p.m.
Olin Arts Center Auditorium

Friday, April 9

Students in William Pope.L’s seventies and
eighties avant-garde performance course
perform their final projects.

Bates Steel Band Orchestra Concert
7:30 p.m.
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall

Hillel Meeting
6 p.m.
New Commons 211

Bates Young Enterpreneurs Meeting
9 p.m.
Pettengill G54

Amandla! Club Meeting
7:30 p.m.
Multicultural Center Lounge

Catholic Student Community Meeting
7 p.m.
Chase Hall - Game Room

Softball vs.Tufts
12 p.m.
Softball Field

Women’s Tennis vs. Conn College
4 p.m.
Merrill Indoor Tennis Court

Men’s Tennis vs. Amherst
4 p.m.
Merrill Indoor Tennis Court

Women’s Tennis vs. Amherst
10 a.m.
Wallach Tennis Center

The Complete Beethoven Sonatas
7:30 p.m.
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall

Sunday. April 11

Men’s Tennis vs. Conn College
10 p.m.
Merrill Indoor Tennis Court

Women’s Lacrosse vs. Conn College
12 p.m.
Astroturf Field

Crosstones Senior Concert
8 p.m.
Benjamin Mays Center

Monday, April 12

Tuesday, April 13

NATIONAL STUDENT-ATHLETE DAY
>'

America’s Day to celebrate outstanding student-athletes who have
achieved excellence in academics and athletics

Bates Athletics Salutes Its Top Academic Performers
Scholar-Athletes: Cum. GPA of 3.68 and above
Liza Dorlson, Squash

Molly Radis, Lacrosse, Indoor Track, Outdoor Track

Mollie Kervick, Softball

Victoria Zapack, Rowing

Samantha Rose, Soccer

Luke Strathmann, Lacrosse

Sarah Kwoh, Soccer

Dan Lindauer, Indoor Track, OutdoorTrack
Don Rupasinghe, OutdoorTrack

Leah Maciejewski, Softball

Jessica Howard, Swimming & Diving

Ryan Rice, Cross Country, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Cody Newman, Lacrosse

Doug Compton, Squash

Jean McIntyre, Softball

Chloe Bourne, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Lily Gordon, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Brandon Cooper, Nordic Skiing

Andrew Beck, Indoor Track, OutdoorTrack

Michael Reiss, Tennis

Mariah Barstow, Soccer

Zoe Donaldson, Field Hockey

Max Berger, Tennis

Kirsten Laaspere, Rowing

Romina Istratii, Indoor Track, OutdoorTrack

Jenna Burke, Tennis

David Beck, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Allison Beaulieu, Basketball

Stephanie Boyle, Soccer

Leah Burke, Swimming & Diving

Jean Gulliver, Tennis

David Bom, Squash

Tim Delaney, Lacrosse

Casey Dropkin, Cross Country, Indoor Track

Liz Leberman, Volleyball

Rob Friedlander, Soccer

Haley Sive, Rowing

Kate Stillman, Swimming & Diving
Rachel Eades, Soccer
Tyler Mehegan, Soccer

Linnea Fulton, Lacrosse

Jessie Igoe, Basketball

Anthony Haeuser, Outdoor Track

Devin Dilts, Cross Country, Indoor Track, OutdoorTrack

Katie Helfgott, Tennis

Catherine Flint, Lacrosse

Adrienne Jaeger, Tennis

Amanda Goss, Rowing

Charles Carey, Rowing

Kathryn Collier, Lacrosse

Taryn O’Connell, Basketball

Joshua Linscott, Baseball

Kristen Poulin, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Peter Litwin, Soccer

Blake Shafer, Lacrosse

Margaret Reilly, Lacrosse

Stephanie Sprague, Indoor,Outdoor Track

Danica Doroski, Rowing

Caroline Pierce, Lacrosse

Abigail Hanson, Swimming

Academic Honor Roll: Cum. GPA of 3.46 - 3.67
CaniceAheam, Rowing

Amanda Sirianni, Soccer

Jacqueline Easton, Soccer

Alyson Goldstein, Rowing

Ashley Bnink, Tennis

James Cook, Squash

Mark Brest, Basketball

Andrew Grant, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

XinJiang, Soccer

James Grant, Rowing

Carlos Castro, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Ryan Heide, Baseball

Travis Jones, Swimming & Diving

Kerri Leonhardt, Cross Country

Molly Dilworth, Lacrosse

Lucas Milliken, Nordic Skiing

Juliana Kirkland, Indoor .OutdoorTrack

Luke Wamboldt, Baseball

Jacquelyn Holmes, Tennis

Nora Murray, Rowing

John Pearsall, Cross Country,

Tristan Black-lngersoll, Cross Country,

Joshua Levitt, Ldcrosse

Torben Noto, Lacrosse
Ellen Schneider, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Indoor, OutdoorTrack

Indoor, OutdoorTrack

Nicholas Marinakis, IndoorTrack

Elizabeth Schulze, Cross Country, Indoor, OutdoorTrack

Emily Howe, Lacrosse

Ryan Sonberg, Baseball

Elliott West, IndoorTrack. OutdoorTrack

Danielle Traverse, Reid Hockey

Katie Bash, Cross Country,

Alexandra Steverson, Cross Country

Andrew Wortham, Cross Country,

Rachel Colby, Volleyball

Zachary Kofos, Football,

Benjamin Taska, Cross Country, Indoor, OutdoorTrack

Indoor, OutdoorTrack

Avery Masters, Volleyball

Katelyn Drake, Swimming & Diving, Lacrosse

Tessa Pals, Golf

Sarah Reingold, Swimming & Diving

Gwynneth Johnson, Cross Country,

Indoor, OutdoorTrack

Connor Hogan, IndoorTrack

IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack
Catharine Zingale, Swimming & Diving

Karan Ullmann, Softball

Benjamin Smeltzer, Nordic Skiing

Blaine Brown, Swimming

Amanda Solch, Cross Country,

Natalie Ruppertsberger, Nordic Skiing

Brittany Johnston, Volleyball

Indoor, OutdoorTrack

Michael Antoniou, Lacrosse

Molly Nelson, Cross Country

Tara Dugan, Swimming

Dayna Stimson, Nordi Skiing

Jake MacNaughton, Swimming & Diving

Nick Sampson, Lacrosse

Lauren Farnsworth, Indoor Track,Outdoor Track

Vaness Truglio, Softball

Erin Harmon, Lacrosse

Jake Simon, Baseball

Nora Hanagan, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Tracy Glazier, Rowing

Corey Hill, Nordi Skiing

Melanie Leard, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Eric Kimball, Cross Country, IndoorTrack .OutdoorTrack

Anna Hogeland, Squash

Nicholas Karison, Swimming & diving

Taylor Piers, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Sarah Merullo, Reid Hockey

Abby Samuelson, Cross Country,

Andrea Newman, Soccer

Adam Buchbinder, Golf

Nordic Skiing

Lisa Reedich, Cross Country, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Kirsten Gill, Nordic Skiing

Matthew Betties, Tennis

Emma White, Rowing

Jennifer Krepski, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Peeter Gumey, Cross Country, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack Nicolle Bugajski, Tennis

Kiely Bamard-Webster, Soccer, Softball

Kush Mahan, Squash

Nicolas DeFrancis, Indoor Track, Outdoor Track

Allison DiSalvo, Rowing

Charlotte Green, Swimming & Diving

Lindsay Thomson, Rowing

Sara Godek, IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

Alexandria Alberto, Cross Country

IndoorTrack, OutdoorTrack

T
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The Pop Shoppe
413 Main Street, Lewiston 777 - SHOP
Tuesday - Sunday 7am-2pm (Breakfast only Sat & Sun)

Special Reservations
-(parties of 20 or more -SeCect any type off
- ‘Have the phace to yourself

Services include:
^
*Waxing
*Facials
*Hair cut/color *Massage
*Manicures/Pedicures

Breakfasts
Homemade Cornbeef Hash
Giant Omelettes

Receive 10% off when you show your Bates Id
or $5.00 off for new clients with this ad.

Everything
is homemade!

Nutella-Banana Crepes

Located on the comer of Main St. 6t Frye St. (207) 689-2166
-Walking distance from Bates! www.cloud9ds.com

Student
online!

Lunches
Buffalo Chicken Fingers
Chicken Pot Pie
Turkey Club

www.batesstudent.com

Off-premise catering avaUaSCe any time.

Welcome Back Students!

ONLINE ONLY SPECIAL

Buy A Large Or Extra Large
Pizza At Regular Menu Price,
Get the Second Pizza Of Equal
Or Lesser Value

Extra Large
Cheese Pizza
ONLY

l Enter promo code MEC0LLG1 at papaiohns.com
Additnna: loppings on. Custtmet response fv axfeble lass 8 delivery charges.I Ofe arafeble «*e «i| Mdtwn' Bppings am Wore raprade hi applicable aes 8
oner valid lor campus dorms/housing deliveries only. Expires OeAn/2010.
I dcSvery charges Ottei valid for canpus domis/liousing Udwenes orty Ejpies 0am/20ia

1 Small 1 Topping Pizza! Any bread side item & 2
& A 20oz. Coca-Cola !
20oz. Coca-Cola
product for
•
products for

Portland

; Brunswick ,

1053 Forest Ave. |

190 Bath Rd.

i

Lewiston/
Auburn
850 Lisbon St.

878-9100 721-9990! 786-PAPA

Chickenstrips or Wings
& 2 20oz. Coca-Cola
products for
Biddeford * Waterville 5 S. Portland
222 Elm St.

270 KMD

185 Ocean St.

Any Dessert Side Item &
2 20oz. Coca-Cola
products for

Bangor
. 516 Stillwater Ave.

284-7200 877-PAPA j 767-PAPA 1942-PAPA

OPEN UNTIL SAM FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS (except South Portland • Open until 2am)

Araiable in Be Wtomog Davors - Plain. Buflalo. B80«Hooey Chlpote. Customer lesportsMe lx applcatile. «»itaiiital)m<i,^llmttl^
Uxes4delKeiyihaigesOfiHvail<lfe(campusi)oniis/housngdeivenesN«)i.ripns(K/01/201IL
! ^tel^ifcplfc4^ag»(mrtragd«aiilrB|l«^/»ll

///i\

MPING FESTIVAL.

FURTHUR FEZ

PHIL LESH &BOB WEIR

THE FLAMING LIPS • MOE
GEORGE CLINTON & P-FUNK • UMPHREY’S McGEE • ZAPPA PLAYS ZAPPA • KELLER WILLIAMS • LOTUS • MAX CREEK • MOONALICE
JOHN BROWN’S BODY

*

THE FELICE BROTHERS

•

RYAN MONTBLEAU BAND

•

GIANT PANDA GUERILLA DUB SQ.UAD

•

GREENSKY BLUEGRASS

MORE BANDS TO BE ANNOUNCED!

Not the same old backyard barbecue here! Do something cool & unique this 4th of July weekend
Buy your tickets today to this can't miss summer music festival in Maine!
www.natevafestival.com

fret Involved!
We are looking for a few hard working, dedicated students who are
interested in the music industry to join our team. For more information
email us at students@natevafestival.com

Tuesday, April 6,2010
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ARTS & LIVING
-:—- %\)t pates; ^tubent---

Modern Dance Company presents
“(un)tangle” in two stellar performances

COURTESY PHOTO/OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA RELATIONS
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Yasin Fairley ’12, Kat Carlucci ’13, Holly McLaughlin ’13, Louise Roland ’13 and Katherine Straw ’13
dance in ‘Pieces of Whole," choreographed by Katie Jane Mack ’10.

SIMONE PAINE
MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EblTOR

The annual celebration of academic
achievement, the Mount David Summit,
could not have come to a proper close
without the spring dance show “(un)
tangle” opening in Schaeffer Theater
last Friday evening, April 2nd.
Because of the number of pieces
prepared, this year’s show was split
into two performances. Performance A,
showcasing works composed by senior
dancers, was performed Friday evening
and Sunday afternoon, April 4th. Pro¬
gram B was performed on the evenings
of Saturday, April 3rd and Monday,
April 5th.
“Pieces of Whole,” a work cho¬
reographed by Katie Jane Mack TO,
opened the show. The red curtain
opened to reveal dancers Kat Carlucci
13, Yasin Fairley 12, Holly McLaugh¬
lin 13, Louise Roland 13 and Katherine
Straw 13 wearing flowing costumes of
mostly greens and blues under minimal
lighting. The somber instrumental mu¬
sic eventually gave way to vocal mu¬
sic. Mack and George McDonald 10
arranged songs for the composition,
including “Black Angels: God Music” by

George Crumb, “Selke Song” by Mason
Darling and “First Show” by Clint Man¬
sell.
“Improvisation No. 1,” choreo¬
graphed and performed by Marlena
Weinberg 10, changed the tempo. Us¬
ing the whole stage, Weinberg captivat¬
ed the audience with every twist of her
limbs. As the sole dancer on stage, she
covered vast amounts of space, while
still drawing the audience’s focus to her
smaller movements.
The most unexpected performance
of the evening was the delightfully bi¬
zarre and humorous “Patchwork,” cho¬
reographed by Harita Dharaneeswaran
10 and set to “Soir de Fete” by Yann
Tierseri from the movie Amelie and
“Drang Nach Osten” by Emir Kusturica. As French accordion music fil¬
tered through the theater, Nicole Kahn
10, Julie Naidu 13, Kristen Pianka 13,
Kira Gavin 12 and Lindsay Swan 11
marched across the stage in a single file
line wearing long beige overcoats over
sweaters, black leggings and tutus.
They paraded across the stage, exit¬
ing and entering several times, but each
time they reappeared, they marched
a little bit differendy. When they re¬
moved their coats, the music quickened
to an almost circus-like tone.. Next, they
stripped off their sweaters and vests, so

Gina Petracca '10 and Marlena Weinberg '10, with Katherine Reilly ’10 (not pictured), perform
‘Aiuto,’ choreographed by Petracca.

that they wore only black leggings and
tops and light blue tutus. But the tutus
soon came off too. With each article
of clothing they removed, they seemed
more and more liberated.
The most moving piece of the
evening was “Aiuto,” choreographed
by Gina Petracca 10 and set to Sigur
Ros’ “Untided 3.” Petracca, Kather¬
ine Reilly 10 and Weinberg danced in
step, sweeping over the stage dressed
in simple white camisoles • and loose
pants. The dynamics of interaction
among the three dancers as well as the
powerful rflusic resulted in an emotive
piece whose simplicity only added to
its poignancy.
A quick browse of the program
would have been enough to perk any¬
one’s interest in the next dance. Entided “Tongue Mash” with a note on
the program reading, “cultures clash
for a conversation of clicks and clacks,”
this piece choreographed by Kahn and
Dharaneeswaran used dance to explore
and bridge cultural differences.
At the beginning of the dance, the
two dancers were skeptical of each
other. Wearing an Indian costume
with bells around her ankles, Dhara¬
neeswaran showed little interest in
Kahn’s fancy footwork, preferring to
cover her ears while Kahn tapped

away. Dharaneeswaran tried to show
Kahn, who sported a typically Ameri¬
can outfit of jeans and a zip-up sweat
shirt, elements of Indian dance, includ¬
ing graceful postures and subtle arm
movements. Kahn eagerly incorporat¬
ed these elements into her dance while
her lower body kept tapping. Little by
little, Dharaneeswaran showed more
curiosity in Kahn’s tap dancing. Before
long, she was fixated on Kahn’s feet,
infusing some tap moves into her bare¬
footed Indian-style dance.
Facial expressions played a bigger
role in this piece than in others, while
the the music, arranged by Kahn, par¬
ticularly informed both dancers’ foot¬
work.
Weinberg took the stage to intro¬
duce the next piece, the product of an
independent study she completed with
Associate Professor of Dance and Di¬
rector of the show Carol Dilley. Noting
that dance is usually conceived of as a
performing art, Weinberg wanted to ap¬
proach composition from a visual arts
perspective. She studied photographic
composition, elements of which she
applied to dance. In photography, an
image is broken up into power points,
or vertical and horizontal thirds, which
draw in the eye.
Following suit, Weinberg divided

the stage into power points. In West¬
ern culture, she explained, we tend to
follow lines from left to right. She was
curious to see how she could play with
lines to influence “what the audience
would see and what she wanted them
to see.” Another photographic element
she applied to dance was patterns.
Before the curtain opened, Weinberg
urged the audience to “take notice of
what you are focusing on and why.”
Patterns and lines certainly popped
out of Weinberg’s piece, entitled “Hello!
We Move Through Weather” and set
to Tarantel’s music of the same name.
Kahn, Petracca, Reilly, Swan, Straw,
McLaughlin, Charlotte Brill 10, Lindsay
Reuter 11, Margaret Cadden 11, Vic¬
toria Lowe 12 and Tiffany So 13 wore
whimsical costumes designed by Chris¬
tine McDowell, including skirts layered
over leggings in various shades of black
and red, plaid and stripes. With by far
the most dancers, the piece brought
the dancers together in occasional tight
clumps only to have them break out
again into long lines, emphasizing the
aesthetic elements Weinberg hoped to
adapt for dance composition.
Program B featured dances choreSee STUDENT DANCE, page 8

“Bash” revels in American underbelly,
showcases seniors1 theatrical talent
CHARLES THAXTON
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

It didn’t take too much time for
students attending “Bash,” a culmi¬
nating performance for students in
Theater 360, “Independent Study in
Solo Performance,” to realize that this
evening would not be as carefree and
irreverent as the One-Acts performed
last week.
“Bash” is a series of three dramatic
monologues written by Neil Labute
and based on Greek myths. Labute is
an American playwright, often focus¬
ing his work on the morally distress¬
ing and violent tendencies in contem¬

porary America. Lecturer of Theatre
Kati Vecsey directed the plays.
Though Labute’s writing and Vecsey’s direction highlighted the most
horrific aspects of American society,
the performance itself was mostly a
large-scale testament to the actors’
skills and endurance.
‘ The plays were hosted in the
Black Box Theater and each produc¬
tion was lit starkly by a single stage
light, the actors wearing tuxedos,
gala dresses and wrinkled t-shirts.
The audience’s attention was on the
actor’s performance, which was con¬
versational, composed of only words
and gestures.

COURTESY PHOTO/ OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA RELATIONS

Rory Cosgrove ’ll, above, performs in ‘A Gaggle of Saints” with Marielle
Vigneau-Britt ’10. Caroline Servat ’10, above right, performs as the sole actor in
‘Medea Redux.”

t

All of “Bash’”s action takes place
offstage and in the unseen past. The
performances feature the actors re¬
counting events and occurrences,
filtering them through their own
psyches until their utterances can’t
help but seem uniquely demented.
The first play- of the evening was
slated to be “Iphigenia in Orem,” based
on the myth of Iphegenia, starring Drew
Gallagher ’ll. Unfortunately, Gallagher
was ill and could not perform oA Sunday.
The evening started with “A Gaggle
of Saints,” based on the myth of Or¬
pheus. Rory Cosgrove ’ll and Marielle
Vigneau-Britt TO played a young col¬
lege couple, self-consciously reveling
in their entitlement while describing a
weekend ball in New York City. Clad
in tux and dress, the two sat in parallel
armchairs directly facing the audience
and recounted the weekend’s events
and the history of their relationship.
Initially, one had the impression
that the play would merely expose the
privilege and arrogance of the couple
and move on. But Cosgrove, playing a
coy and self-satisfied athletic-type, let
his own fearsome and violent'tenden¬
cies become slowly apparent as the
play progressed. This kind of linger¬
ing tension was best illustrated when
Cosgrove’s character recounted beat¬
ing a gay man half to death in Central
Park with his college friends. Mean¬
while, his girlfriend napped idly in
the rented hotel room.
Vigneau-Britt’s close attention to
superficiality and constant praise of
her beau made her the most igno¬
rant character in the play. And yet,
she was able to portray this gilded
ignorance so well that she herself
seemed truly despicable. The play

ended with the
couple coming to¬
gether prom-style
and posing for a
camera flash. A
demented Ameri¬
can couple is il¬
luminated for just
a moment before
the lights dim.
Caroline Ser¬
vat TO was the
sole performer in
“Medea Redux.”
Servat portrayed
a woman, ap¬
parently in a po¬
lice interrogation
room, recounting
her teenage rela¬
tionship with her
middle
school
COURTESY PHOTO/OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA RELATIONS
teacher and the
pregnancy
it
tremendous in its accumulation, each
led to. Servat’s
anxious anecdote leading to another.
performance was an achievement
The character’s own hideousness was
in pure length and memorization
revealed as she recounted the crime
as the performance well exceeded
which has brought her to this very
40 minutes. But, it also highlighted
station: the murder of her child.
Servat’s close attention to vocal and
Servat’s approach was less norma¬
presentational detail; her speech
tive, however. She simply delivered
was peppered with familiarisms and
colloquial language that colored her the voice, “...as an actor, you just have
to find the character's inner truth, and
character all the more hysteric.
utilize clues in the text to uncover
“The prominent challenge of put¬
their personal reality, and leave it at
ting all of the work into my voice, in
that,” she commented. She received a
the context of a solo performance
was a daunting yet ironically freeing tremendous response.
Servat and her fellow actors took
experience,” said Servat.
a moment at evening's end to thank
Her careful and self-conscious ut¬
Vecsey for her inspiration and guid¬
terances, all while seated at a spare,
ance, creating a welcome and oddly
cheap plastic table, made the des¬
discordant note of gratitude after an
peration and psychic pain thickly re¬
evening of pitch-perfect mania.
verberant. Servat’s performance was
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Student dance compositions
prove poignant and creative

Belgian beer tasting
offers diverse ales
kelly cox
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR
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Nicole Kahn ’10 and Harita Dharaneeswaran '10 share techniques from their
own stylres of dance as a way of exloring each other's culture in “Tongue Mash” in
Program A of “(un)tangle.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

graphed by non-seniors in a class enti¬
tled “Dance Composition.” Before the
show, Dilley explained that the class
collaborated with the music composi¬
tion class throughout the semester, at
the end of which they had two com¬
pilations that appeared in the show.
“Unbound,” choreographed by
Gavin to “Sentimental” by Mike
Simpson was a colorful and cheer¬
ful piece performed by Sarah Cleary
’12, Lianna Cohen ’13, Liza Dewitt
’13, Lowe, McLaughlin, Straw, Abritee Dhal ’ll and Dharaneeswaran.
The audience responded en¬
thusiastically to “Gaps,” a dramatic
piece choreographed by Porsha
Winters ’12.
Basia Braboy ’13,
Fairley and Sarah Dominque ’12
wore simple white tops and loosefitting grey pants as they strutted
around the stage to “Legions” by
Zoe Keating.
“Feromagnetism,”
choreo¬
graphed by Swan, was one of the
successes from the dance and mu¬
sic composition classes’ collabo¬
ration. Wearing identical brown

pants and long red tops, Lauren
Christianson ’12, Kahn, Lowe, So
and Mack moved to “Waves,” com¬
posed by Maxwell Arnell T3, as well
as to “Relaxation Aboriginal” by Af¬
rican Drums and arranged by Swan.
A scream on stage early in the piece
punctuated the music. Kahn and So
both performed impressive solo danc¬
es while the other dancers were off¬
stage or off to the side.
Dhal’s composition, “Associating
Two,” featured Cadden, Zoe Fahy ’13,
Annie King T3, Shachi Phene T2, Ni¬
cole Santosuosso T3 and Sanya Thapa
’12 emphasizing pronounced hand
and shoulder movements.
“Ebb and Flow,” choreographed
by Dominique, featured Fahy, Mikayla
Foster T3, Naidu, Erin Pinover T2,
Lousie Roland T3 and Winters danc¬
ing graceful in flowing purple dresses
that gave life to the piece’s title.
The final piece, “Bates College;
No Pants,” was choreographed by
the dance composition class and per¬
formed by Dhal, Dharaneeswaran,
Dominque, Gavin, Mack, Winters
and Swan to “Houz3” composed by
Kevin Crotty ’13.

The world comes
to Pettengill Hall

8

The Belgian beer tasting, held
in the Little Room in Chase Hall
last Wednesday, March 31st, was a
part of the Wind Down Wednesday
series, and the third and last spirits
sampling offered this year. Spon¬
sored by the Student Activities Of¬
fice, tickets to taste a spectrum of
Belgian lambic ales were offered at
10 dollars.
The evening was hosted by Seth
Ferris of Central Distributors, Inc.,
a full-service beverage wholesaler
specializing in alcohol-based prod¬
ucts. The company offers domes¬
tic, imported and specialty beers as
well as wine. Ferris explained that
this event provided him with an
opportunity to broaden his knowl¬
edge of the ales offered since he
was trying them for the first time
with us. Ferris shared his knowl¬
edge pro bono and tickets covered
the costs of the beers sampled.
The tasting began by uncorking
Saison Dupont, a malty farmhouse
ale with a dense creamy style and
hints of citrus with an efferves¬
cent spicy finish. This paler brew
with 6.5 percent alcohol by volume
(ABV) is a refreshing summer ale
and has been rated 97 percent ap¬
proved by members of RateBeer.
com.
The second brew offered was
Augustijn Abbey Ale, a full bod¬
ied, amber beverage with eight
percent ABV. The brew was served
with grilled chicken to enhance the
crisp, fruity undertones. Ferris in¬
formed tasters that the recipe for
this ale was recently sold to private
brewers by Trappist monks who
have perfected this beer for oyer
700 years.
Next, attendees sampled Moinette Brune Ale, a dry brown ale

heavy with a floral finish and 8.5
percent ABV. This smooth-flowing
brew, complemented with white
bean and sage spread on toast, is a
classic model of the Trappist style
that produces a well-hopped char¬
acter.
Piraat Triple Ale followed,
which is a golden brew with a sub¬
tle haze embodying lots of malts
and mild sweetness. A 10.5 percent
ABV brew, this ale was histori¬
cally favored by pirates because it
“packs a punch” and can be pre¬
served for long periods of time.
My personal favorite was the
Gulden Draak Triple Ale, a darker
beer with a complex taste and a
mellow reminiscence of the body
of a merlot. This dessert beer with
a 10.5 ABV has a natural malt toffee-like sweetness and contains
vitamins from a combination of
yeasts. This deliciously satisfying
beer would be best paired with
chocolate.

The final sample was Biere de
Miel, a pale yellow, floral brew that
is exemplary of the Belgian style.
This farmhouse ale with a honeyed
richness left the palate tingling
with a malty tang; the perfect re¬
fresher for a sunny Short Term af¬
ternoon.
Ferris noted that these special¬
ty beers can be found among the
wide selection of products at Florian’s Market on 303 Main Street in
Auburn. Although these brews are
more expensive than common Belgian-style witbiers like Blue Moon
or Hoegaarden, these unique ales
are well worth the cost.
This evening of exclusive brews
enjoyed in an informal setting dur¬
ing the busy end-of-semester sea¬
son was a relaxing treat for those
of age. This week’s Wind Down
Wednesday event offers a study
break.

KAITLIN WEINMAN/THE BATES STUDENT

Students at the Belgian beer tasting, part of the Office of Student Activities Wind
Down Wednesday series, had the the chance to sample multiple Belgian ales
paired with appropriate foods.

Kelsey gives new meaning to traditional poetic forms
CONNOR MESSINGER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Despite the distracting, uncharacteristicly mild Maine spring weather,
poets gathered in the Ronj for an af¬
ternoon of reading and discussion last
Saturday, April 3rd. The reading began
with poems from students, ranging in
content from “spiking” frisbees to the
early departures of friends. Although
the monthly reading was sponsored
by the Verse House, students from the
greater Bates poetry community shared
work as well.
Listening to poet Karla Kelsey read
her work was a lucky treat. The English
Department, and particularly Lecturer
of English Robert Strong, have often

hosted poets and facilitated meaningful
discussion.
Kelsey joked that she is “institution¬
alized,” working with poetry in an al¬
beit impressive academic atmosphere.
Kelsey has degrees from UCLA, the
University of Iowa Writer’s Workshop
and the University of Denver. She now
teaches at Susquehanna University. In
her most recent book “Knowledge,
Forms, the Aviary,” Kelsey combines her
interest in philosophy with the aesthetic
form of poetry, creating a brilliant and
beautifully poetic dialogue which epis¬
temologically challenges our assump¬
tions of knowledge.
At the reading, Kelsey seemed to
take a break from philosophy and free
verse and instead focused on her new
work with the villanelle. Kelsey noted

how regimented forms, such as the
villanelle, are comfortable to her. She
takes these traditional forms and com¬
plicates them, reinterpreting them for
the 21st century.
For instance, the villanelle she read
dealt with the exhaustion of traditional
Romantic verse; novelty in Romantic
idea and content is difficult if not im¬
possible. Clearly, Kelsey questions as¬
sumption and form. After the reading,
a smaller group of students, along with
Strong, met with Kelsey for an enlight¬
ening roundtable discussion about both
her work and the greater poetry world
during which the poet contributed
helpful ideas regarding the publishing
and academic worlds of poetry.

■

College Choir
Visual anthropology thesis
and Orchestra
examines “inked identities”
perform Mozart’s
Nico Wineland-Thomson '10
“Requiem”
documents resurgence of traditional
New Zealand tattoos
CHALRES THAXTON
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR
JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

Nathane Kane 'll examines some of the photos in this year’s Barlow Off-Cam¬
pus Study Photo Exhibit.

JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

Students admire their own and peers’ photography from around the world in
the annual Barlow Off-Campus Study Photo Exhibit, which will be on display in
Pettengill Hall until April 16th.

I

Another tremendous piece of stu¬
dent work has graced the small gal¬
lery next to the Fireplace Lounge out¬
side of New Commons. Photographs
and excerpts from Nico WinelandThomson ’10’s anthropology thesis
cover the walls in an exhibit entitled
“Ta Moko: Inked Identities.”
Wineland-Thomson’s thesis ex¬
plores traditional ink Maori tattoos
and their recent resurgence in New
Zealand. The Maori are an indigenous
ethnic group in New Zealand with
an ancient cultural commitment to
“body modification,” as it is known in
America. These tattoos go far beyond
simple looks or aesthetics, however.
The exhibit says far more than its in¬
dividual photos convey, mirroring its
subjects’ deep investment in Moko.
The exhibit includes photos and
quotes frOm Wineland-Thomson’s
travels in New Zealand, all of which
describe New Zealanders and their
motivations and personal attraction to
Moko.
On a printed abstract outside of
the exhibit, Wineland-Thomson notes
that in pre-colonial days, Moko sym¬

BRIDGET BREWER
STAFF WRITER

When Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
wrote his “Requiem” in 1791, he was
actually writing a requiem for his own
death: the great composer died of kid¬
ney failure before its completion, and
was said to have passed away with
the sheet music in his lap.
The College Choir and Orchestra,
and especially their conductor John Corrie, should be commended for the pas¬
sion and sincerity with which they com¬
municated this piece for the self in their
performance of “Requiem” last weekend,
Friday, April 2nd and Saturday, April 3rd.
They managed to fill the auditorium in
the Olin Concret Hall both nights with
parents and students with classical mu¬
sic experience ranging from expertise to
complete inexperience. They evoked the
tone of the piece to such an audience
with success and grace.
The performance featured four
solo vocalists, including soprano Er¬
ica Rogoff TO, alto Hannah Birkhead
’ll, tenor Phoebe Uricchio TO and
bass Conor Maginn T3- The four stu¬
dents worked together harmoniously,
displaying the months of preparation
that went into the performance. In a
display of gratitude, the Choir and Or¬
chestra presented Corrie with a bou¬
quet of flowers after the final show.
Both performances included stand¬
ing ovations that were highly de¬
served.

bolized rank and affiliation or com¬
memorated significant turning points
in one’s life. Modern Moko, however,
is more of an exercise in genealogy
and ethnic identity. Moko was banned
during the early imperial era. For
young urban types in Auckland today,
Moko is a post-colonial reclamation of
identity.
The photos explore the practice of
Moko, showcasing modern tattoo art¬
ists and techniques and tools. The fa¬
miliar needles are there, but they are
alongside traditional tools called “uhi”
made from wood or cow bone.
Wineland-Thomson’s most inter¬
esting photos are simple displays of
Moko tattoos, most of them without
the wearer’s face pictured. Powerful¬
ly and plainly displayed, the tattoos
weigh heavily on their owners’ identi¬
ties and heritage. Viewers are left to
ponder the curves and patterns.
One artist discussed how Moko
creates a bond between generations
and between the wearer and the art¬
ist. Another artist claimed that Moko
reveals “the beauty of the Maori past
and the promise of its future”
Wineland-Thomson’s exhibit will
be on display until April 10th.
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Hillview artwork The colorful Doug Ray ’10
shown on campus earns best dressed
NICOLETTE WHITNEY
STAFF WRITER

EMILY CRAWFORD/COURTESY PHOTO

Doug Ray TO has claimed the
last best dressed title of the semes¬
ter. A double major in theater and
East Asian studies, he still finds time
to exude a creative style. Ray hails
from Pittsburgh, PA, and attended a
private school for ten years. “I had a
uniform with a white shirt and blue
pants,” explained Ray. Spending the
day in uniform encouraged him to ex¬
press himself through dress outside of
the classroom. “I started to wear a lot
of colorful things because it was my
counter balance for not being able to
wear flashy clothing to school,” Ray
said.
Ray explained how his style has
changed over the years, not so much
in the look, but more so in the fit of
his clothes. “I wear a lot of tighter
clothes now,” Ray reflected, although
he could not pin point why he likes
the tight fit.
Recently Ray has added good
shoes to his list of necessary ward¬
robe pieces. “I’m kind of big into
shoes at the moment. I mean around
here you’ve got to have a good pair
of shoes,” he said. Shoes are essen¬
tial, especially in Maine. You never
know what’s going on outside, Ray
explained. “You have to have shoes
that are ready to handle anything.”

Ray wears a lot of sandals and enjoys
his Adidas. During short term he will
most likely be spotted sporting his
moccasins around campus.
Ray finds color to be crucial to his
sense of style, which is part of what
makes him stand out “At Bates, I
think a lot of people dress in the most
bland colors and try not to be seen.
They wear muted colors,” said, who
explained that he sees a lot of blues,
blacks, whites and beiges around
campus
“I’m on the other end of the spec¬
trum. I try to have florescent on at any
given time.” Ray also has a multitude
of novelty hats that he occasionally
wears. Some of his favorites include
his octopus, crab, shark and military
hats, a collection which he described
as “just ridiculous.”
Ray’s experience studying abroad
in Japan made him consider different
styles of dress. “The fashion sensibil¬
ity there is so utterly absurd it made
me look normal,” he said. Ray found
that style in Japan had two sides:
“There’s the business side with suits,
and [another side consisting] of weird
color explosions found in certain sub¬
cultures.” He was both thrown off and
amused in stores where the cooption
of American style was mixed with Ja¬
pan’s style culture.
Occasionally, Ray finds himself
wearing L.L. Bean. He also shops at
preppier stores like as Lacoste and

Ralph Lauren. “I like to keep people
guessing on who 1 really am. I also
sometimes wear the eccentric brands,”
he claimed. He described his manner
of dress as a play on a New England
vacation mixed with a Williamsburg,
Brooklyn style that has some sort of
Manhattan crossover.
Overall, Ray looks for color. He
enjoys walking into stores where he
automatically sees things that are
absurdly colored. “I like to look at
clearance racks because they have the
most ridiculous stuff,” he said. When
considering the greater spectrum of
style at Bates, Ray noted, “People
dress well.” Although aware that he
will soon be leaving Bates and head¬
ing to Stanford for graduate school,
he claimed, “It’s my last opportunity
to dress like an idiot!”
He thinks that many people at
Bates do not share this view, observ¬
ing that people dress more profes¬
sionally than he would. On the topic
of graduate school, he clarified, “I’ve
gotta grow up a little, but I’ve still got
six weeks left of this ridiculousness.”
Using only a few words to explain
his own style, Ray said his choice of
dress is similar to “a grandfather who
is colorblind and thinks he is 25.” As a
closing thought, he advised the cam¬
pus to watch out for the potential re¬
vival of the 1992 rural style, in which
he may take part.

An exhibit of artwork by children from the Hillview Housing Authority in
Lewiston was recently displayed on the first floor of Chase Hall. The children
have been doing artwork throughout the year, which is one of the many
activities that the Housing Authority offers for them. The money raised from
the art goes to the kids themselves and directly back into the program to pay
for supplies.

EMILY CRAWFORD/COURTESY PHOTO

Emily Crawford '10, who works with children from the Hillview Housing Authority,
stands with some of the children whose artwork was recently on dispay in Chase
Hall.

KAITLIN WEINMAN/THE BATES STUDENT

Doug Ray ’10 values bright colors in his wardorbe and boasts a special collection of hats.

Lowensohn caps off VCS
TIM TAIZO OHASHI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Leave it to someone with his mind in the gutter during an
intellectual discussion about the subservient status of a married
woman to her husband in the 1800s...
Girl: So, where does a woman belong?
Boy: Underneath a man.
-Classroom

It’s time some of us left the nest...
English major (defensively): Oh, come on! I don’t e-mail my mom every
English paper I write to look at...
Non-English major: Ha! I would.
-PGill

It’s so obvious to Boy 2 what they should do...
Boy 1 (relaying message from telephone conversation with friend): They’re
smoking.
Boy 2: And... why aren’t we going???????
-Football field

Hear something funny that needs to be shared?
E-mail your overheards to
mrouvali@bates.edu

Another successful year of the Village
Club Series concluded on Thursday eve¬
ning, April 1st. The weekly gathering host¬
ed 11 acts this semester spanning a wide
range of performers from solo singers, to
groups, to a slam poet, and even student
vocalists and guitarists.
Dave Lowensohn, who has become a
staple at Bates in the past half decade, and
more recently at VGS, returned to wow the
crowd with his melodic love songs.
Performing in front of a full audience
while dressed in a checkered red buttondown shirt and jeans, Lowensohn flashed
his boyish, charming looks as he strummed
his acoustic guitar.
Although originally from Oregon with
roots firmly planted on the West Coast,
Lowensohn has had a connection to Maine
for many years.
“I initially started writing songs about a
girl who went to Bowdoin, so Maine is like
the state of my lost, unrequited poetic love.
It’s great to have an anchor here instead of
just rolling up and playing J’s Oyster Bar in
Portland. It’s much better to have a home
base.”
Lowensohn was greeted by a faction
of raucous fans and supporters who re¬
quested favorite songs as they gushed over
his music. As he introduced “Joss Whedon’s
Angel,” a song about Bufly the Vampire
Slayer, cheers of approval enveloped the
room. The feeling of appreciation was mu¬
tual.
“I love this space. The Silo is just so
much fun to play in. Acoustically it’s awe¬
some,” he said. Lowensohn also praised
the VCS staff. “I love Keith. He’s just one of
the best people I’ve ever worked with as a
musician. Maine is just very far away from
Portland, Oregon and I would not probably
make it up here if it wasn’t for the wonder¬
ful sort of family here at Bates College.”
Growing up, he had eclectic taste in
music, listening to a unique mix of Joni
Mitchell, Steely Dan and the Red Hot Chilli
Peppers. Over time, Lowensohn’s taste in
music has expanded and he now enjoys

more folk, rock and indie rock music.
Despite his musical influences, Low¬
ensohn self-describes his style as “just a
white guy with an acoustic guitar singing
corny love songs.” True to his word, he
played a set of songs about love and heart¬
break that featured a California feel.
When he’s not on stage, Lowensohn
admits to being a gamer.
“In the last couple of years I’ve gotten
hopelessly addicted to video games. In
particular just the really lame ones, the role
playing ones where ifs all about inventory
management and building up your statistics.”

Lowensohn jokingly admitted, “It’s the new
meth in my life. The W, A S, and D keys on
my keyboard ate worn down. It’s awful. I go
through a mouse a year.”
Lowensohn entertained the crowd with
his relaxing music interspersed with inter¬
ludes of humorous banter. His performance
served as a perfect cap to another enjoy¬
able year of VCS.
The Student Activities Office will pres¬
ent Raining Jane in another VCS-style show
during Short Term currently scheduled for
Monday, May 3rd.

BRIGID DUNN/THE BATES STUDENT

West Coast native Dave Lowensohn performs love ballads at the last Village Club
Series performance of the semester.
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Women's tennis handed
first conference loss by
No. 17 Tufts

10

Softball falls to Trinity
ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Despite the beautiful April weather,
the Bates softball team was defeated
in their first NESCAC series of the 2010
season against Trinity College. The Bob¬
cats played the Bantams once on Friday
before competing in a doubleheader on
Saturday. Bates dropped the first game
5-1, with pitcher Caroline Gattuso ’13
taking the loss.
Leah Maciejewski T2 went 3-4
with a double for the afternoon. Mon¬
ica Berube ’12 also had success at the
plate, going 2-3 and driving home the
lone run of the game for Bates. Court¬
ney Talcott T2 also had an impressive
show at bat, connecting on two out
of four at bats. Despite the number
of hits, Bates could not come up with
any run production.
The next day, the teams competed
in a grueling double-header, the first of
which proved to be the most promis¬
ing for the Bobcats. Although Bates ul¬
timately fell 6-4, they took an early lead
halfway through the second inning. The
Bobcat half inning saw the team score
in three runs, starting with a double

from AnnaMarie Martino T3, followed
by a single from Mary Lewis T3.
With Bobcat base-runners on first
and third, Kelly MacManus T 2 hit a sin¬
gle to drive home Martino. Karen Ullman T2 added a hit and drove Lewis
home, while a fielding error in the same
play brought in MacManus as well. Un¬
fortunately, the Bantams matched the
Bobcats in scoring in their turn at bat
and ultimately pulled ahead for good in
the following innings.
The final game of the series was an¬
other tough defeat for the Bobcats, who
were shutout, 4-0. However, with Gat¬
tuso on the mound, the Bantams were
left scoreless until the sixth inning. Ul¬
timately, the Bantams broke the stale¬
mate, tacking on four runs in the final
three innings of play.
“This weekend was disappointing
but I’m optimistic for Tufts next week¬
end,” said Talcott.
The team now stands 0-3 in the NE¬
SCAC and 2-11 overall. They look to im¬
prove their record this week when they
host Husson University on Tuesday in
a tune-up for hosting Tufts for a three
-game series on Friday and Saturday.

Men's track wins
RYAN RICE
STAFF WRITER

JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

Co-Captain Alex Piacquad '10 (left) and Meg Anderson '12 (right) fought hard at first doubles, but Tuft's top pair was too much
and the Bobcat duo lost, 8-2. Tufts' talent and depth sent them to a 9-0 sweep of the Bobcats last Saturday.
KATIE BASH
STAFF WRITER

The women’s tennis team was
dealt their first conference loss, as
No. 17 nationally ranked Tufts Uni¬
versity defeated the Bobcats 9-0 last
Saturday. Despite Bates’ home-court
advantage, the Jumbo’s blanked the

Bobcats and raised their overall re¬
cord 5-3 and 2-0 in the conference
while the Bobcats fell to 6-2 overall
and 1-1 in NESCAC play.
In first and third doubles, the
pairs of Co-Captain Alex Piacquad
’10 and Meg Anderson ’12, and Ka¬
tie Helfgott’13 and Erika Blauth ‘12
fell, 8-2. Jenna Burke ’13 and Ashley

Brunk ’13 were shutout in second
doubles against Tufts’ second pair,
8-0. In singles play Helfgott had a
close match in the second set at the
second singles, but ultimately fell to
her opponent 6-1, 7-5.
Bates will travel to Bowdoin on
Wednesday in search of their second
NESCAC victory.

The men’s track and field team
continued its impressive start to the
outdoor season on Saturday, taking
first place out of 16 teams at the
Jim Sheehan Memorial Track Meet
at Fitchburg State College in Fitch¬
burg, Mass. The men’s outdoor team
scored 180 points, well ahead of
runner-up Wheaton College, which
scored 109Throwing Co-Captain Chris Murtagh ’ll had a phenomenal day. Fin¬
ishing second in the hammer throw
at 175-00 behind Co-Captain Rich
McNeil ’10, Murtagh met provisional
qualification for competing in the
NCAA Division III Outdoor Cham¬
pionships. Murtagh also took first
place out of 38 in the discus throw
at 149-06, and third place out of 43
competitors in the javelin throw. Mc¬
Neil, too, proved to reinforce the
Bobcat’s lead by taking first place in
the hammer at 177-09 and second in
the shot put 50-09.00.

Doug Brecher 10 placed first out of
16 athletes in the 10,000-meter run, with
a time of 32:39.97. Graham Pearsall 13
was third in 34:42.23. Jesse Chapman 13
placed third in the discus at 145-07. An¬
drew Wortham 13 was third in his first
collegiate steeplechase race of his career
with an impressive time of 9:48.03. Peter
Corcoran 12 finished in third out of 61
runners in the 800 at 1:56.63.
“This was a great meet. Conditions
again weren’t ideal, but they were better
than last time. Things are really coming
around,” said Head Coach Al Fereshetian. “I feel we illustrated the depth of
our team’s strength this weekend.”
The depth that Fereshetian re¬
fers to was illustrated by the high¬
light performances despite missing
many of the team’s top athletes
because of senior theses, illnesses,
and transportation issues with the
Easter holiday.
The men’s team competes in the
Tufts Decathlon this Friday and Sat¬
urday, and also at’ MIT on Saturday
against MIT, Colby and the University
of Southern Maine.

Men's tennis puts in strong effort in 8-1 loss to No. 1
ranked Middlebury College, Betties picks up lone point

JUDSON PECK/THE BATES STUDENT

Amrit Rupasinghe '10 played brilliantly at first singles, but fell to Middlebury's top-ranked player, Andrew Peters, in straight sets, 6-4,6-1. Matt Betties '13 picked up Bates' lone win in the 8-1 loss to the Panthers.

MARIA ROUVALIS
STAFF WRITER

The Bates men’s tennis match
against Middlebury this past Saturday
was not their typical NESCAC match¬
up. The Panthers arrived at the Wallach Tennis Center just after earning
the No. 1 ranking in the ITA Divi¬
sion III National poll. During their
spring break, Middlebury traveled to
California and picked up several wins,
including a blowout 8-1 win against
University of California, Santa Cruz,
last year’s national champions.
The Bobcats knew their work
would be more than cut out for them
and when they headed onto the court,
their energy and readiness was evi¬
dent. Middlebury’s team came ready
too and showed why it was the num¬
ber one team in the country, defeating

—t-

Bates 8-1.
The match, however, was closer
than the score might indicate. Bates
had a nationally-acclaimed player of
its own, two-time All-American and
reigning doubles national champion
Amrit Rupasinghe ’10. Rupasinghe
won the doubles national champion¬
ship last year with Ben Stein ’09 and
his experience came through in his
valiant loss at the number one spot to
Middlebury’s Andrew Peters, 6-4, 6-1.
This was the longest and most con¬
tested battle of the day. Both players’
level of intensity, execution and skills
were a display of premier college ten¬
nis and made for an exciting match.
The longevity of their rallies was
something else, not only because they
extended for so long, but also because
they maintained such a high level,
with heavy topspin and varied shots.

Rupasinghe’s quick reflexes at net
and acute placement with his volleys
often helped him finish off long ral¬
lies. He had the shot of the day when
he returned a shot at net that would
have otherwise been a hard hit win¬
ner from Peters. With incredible touch
and precision, Rupasinghe floated the
ball over net with the biggest angle
possible to drop it right on the line
on Peters’ side. All Peters could do
was watch. Despite the loss to one of
the country’s best players, Rupasinghe
rose to the occasion and showed that
he can compete amongst the best.
Tri-Captain Max Berger ’10 had a
close match at the number two spot
against long-time friend Andrew Lee,
losing 6-3, 6-4. Lee had the biggest
serve on either team, but that did not
phase Berger as he broke him in the
first game. They had long rallies and

Berger finished some points at the net
with well-placed volleys.
Another close match came from
the number five spot with Rob Crampton T3 losing in two sets, 6-2, 7-5.
For Matt Betties ’13 it was business
as usual on court four, as he handily
defeated Middlebury’s Alec Parower
,6-1, 6-1. The first-year has been on a
hot streak, winning six of his last eight
singles and doubles matches.
He
also posed a threat when he teamed
up with Rupasinghe at number one
doubles, constantly hitting down-theline passing shots. All three doubles
matches were close, and against any
other team, Bates could have come
out on top.
The number two team of Berger
and Jeff Beaton ’12 played tough, with
Berger playing well at net and closing
points out with assertive overheads,

--

and Beaton having great pick-ups on
the run. Bates’ third team of Tri-Captain Zachary Fenno ’10 and Crampton
kept the points close until the end as
well. Though all three matches were
tight, Middlebury prevailed and won
each of them.
What made Middlebury stand
out was their depth. Their lineup is
deep and is essentially interchange¬
able from the top to bottom. Their
top four players could all play number
one and they rotate throughout the
season. However, on Saturday, the
Bobcats showed they could compete.
They stayed with the Panthers, but the
number one team in the country was
simply able to execute one more shot
in nearly every match.
The men’s record stands at 6-3 (1-1
NESCAC) and they will host Connecti¬
cut College this Saturday at 3 p.m.
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Women's lax
comes up emptyhanded against
Tufts and Amherst

Men's lax derailed by
Amherst, 13-7

in the second half, the Bobcats re¬
claimed the lead after O’Neill scored
off of an assist from Jenn Brallier
’13, bringing the score to 6-5. How¬
ever, the pendulum soon swung to
Amherst’s side again, and with 18:07
to play, the score was tied at seven.
Merely seconds later, the Lord Jeffs
sealed their fate as victors, netting
the eighth and final goal.
“This weekend was an extremely
tough loss. It is always frustrating to
lose in a contest as close as Saturday’s,”
said Maciewicz. “However, with more
hard work and preparation, I am confi¬
dent we will finish out our season with
more NESCAC wins.”
Thus far, the team’s conference
record stands at 2-3. They will host
Endicott College on Tuesday before
playing another non-conference com¬
petition at the University of Southern
Maine on Wednesday. Both matches
will serve as preparation for this Satur¬
day’s NESCAC match-up against Con¬
necticut College at home.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

to the fierce rivalry between the two
teams. While Tufts lead in shots, 2314, the Bobcats dominated in ground
balls, 17-13.
Tthe Bobcats returned to Mas¬
sachusetts on Saturday to face off
against Amherst in another con¬
ference competition. The Bobcats
came roaring out of the gates, and
the Bobcats went ahead 3-0 in
the opening minutes of the game
thanks to two quick goals from Ra¬
dis and one from Co-Captain Av¬
ery Pierce ’10. However, after a
quick time-out from the Lord Jeffs,
Amherst came back swinging and
swiftly regained momentum. With
21:13 on the clock, the score stood
at 4-3, with Bates trailing for the
first time in the competition.
The remainder of the competi¬
tion was slewed with alternating
goals, with both teams maintaining
a one-goal difference, at most. Early

Coach Flynn is one of a kind
master waxer. He takes a few days off after
the NCAA Championships in early March
before joining the baseball team in their
early season games.
At 76 years old, Coach does not live the
normal life of people the same age. Most
people in their 70s save their energy to play
tennis or golf with their buddies, but he pre¬
fers to give back to what gave him so much
throughout his life: athletics.
He is humble and would be the last
person to tell you that he was a profession¬
al baseball player and phenomenal high
school athlete. I found out from word of
mouth, not straight from the horse’s mouth.
Coach Flynn embodies everything that
a youth, high school or collegiate coach
should aspire to. His athletic knowledge
and experiences are unprecedented
and could fill an encyclopedia, but he
is so much more than a teacher of sport.
I consider myself lucky to have had
the opportunity to become well-con¬
nected with him. I hope the rest of the
College and its athletic department feels
lucky too, for Coach Flynn is not the type
of man that comes around every year (or
every lifetime).
I don’t know if Bates will ever see
somebody coach, volunteer and con¬
sistently give 110% to the school for
45 straight years, but if it ever hap¬
pens again, do me a favor and call me.
On behalf of any skier, tennis player,
golfer, baseball player or football player,
I want to thank you, Coach. You re¬
ally are “the man.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Coach has become the name of Flynn, a
fixture of Bates athletics since 1965.
Despite the athletic accomplishments of
many of our coaches, Coach has set the bar
high in terms of coaching greatness. This is
the 43rd straight year in which he has been
involved with Bates sports teams.
At 76 years old and the head golf
coach, he is currently the oldest head coach
at Bates. While athletic technology, training
techniques and coaching strategies have
changed since he began in ’68, Coach’s wis¬
dom of athletics is unrivaled.
He was a professional baseball player
in the Pittsburgh Pirates farm system and
made it as high as AAA before he left base¬
ball to join the United States army. After
years away from the game, a comeback
would have been too difficult, so Coach got
mairied and started a family.
While most coaches in collegiate sports
today will coach one or two sports, Coach has
been a head or assistant coach of six different
varsity sports at Bates since 1965. He has been
the head coach of the skiing, golf, baseball
and men’s and women’s tennis teams while
assisting with football for a number of years.
He was officially “retired” before return¬
ing as the head golf coach in 2008, filling a
much needed void after former Head Coach
Peter Lasagna was reassigned to other ath¬
letic department duties. After spending the
fall with the men’s and women’s golf teams,
Coach joins his daughter and head coach of
the Nordic ski team, Rebecca Flynn, as the
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Simon scored
Bates' only run in
the first nine in¬
nings of their game
against the Uni¬
versity of Maine
at Farmington. In
extra innings, Si¬
mon stepped up to
the plate with two
men on and one
out, Mid he sent the
first pitch he saw far
beyond the left field
fence to give Bates a
4-1 victory.

t

t

son leads the Bobcats with 17 goals through eight games.
HARRY POOLE
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

After nearly securing their first NES¬
CAC win of the season against Wesleyan
two weekends ago, the men’s lacrosse
team returned home and took out their
frustration on their inferior out of con¬
ference opponent, the University of
Southern Maine.
Bates racked up 52 shots, 59 ground
balls and scored 21 goals, 14 of them off
of assists. USM proved to be no contest
compared to the recent string of close
NESCAC games that the Bobcats have
played, and this worked out in their fa¬
vor as Bates won, 21-7.
Quad-Captain Nick Sampson ’10 and
George O’Connor T2 each scored four
goals and added an assist. Gary Guinta ’13
and Jason Hichbom T2 each scored three
goals, giving Bates four players to notch a
hat trick in the game. Other goal scorers
included Evan Bagley ’10, Rory Cosgrove
’ll, T.J. Crutchfield T3, Rob Highland ’13,

Dan Hines 13, Cody Newman ’ll and C.J.
Schmidt 13, each contributing one goal.
Luke Charest 11 proved his playmaking
abilities by picking up a career high six
assists in the game. Bagley, Hichbom,
Newman and Thomas Repko 12 each
added one assist while Hines contributed
two of his own.
Every player on the roster got into
the game, as the blowout gave Head
Coach Peter Lasagna a chance to evalu¬
ate his depth.
Goalie Adam Scharff 12 played
only the first half, allowing four
goals while making seven saves.
The Bobcats led 15-4 at halftime and
rested many of their starters as the
game wore on, saving them for their
weekend NESCAC matchup against
Amherst College.
Bates hosted the Lord Jeffs on Sat¬
urday and kept the game close until
Amherst scored six straight goals in
the third and fourth quarters. Bates
was down 7-4 with time running out

in the second quarter, but QuadCaptain Mike Nadler 10 picked up a
ground ball and ran into Amherst ter¬
ritory. Nadler found fellow long-pole
Kevin Helm 12 open in the middle of
the field and Helm put his shot past
the Amherst goalie to send the Bob¬
cats into halftime down by two.
Sampson scored less than one min¬
ute into the third period off of a Bagley
assist and the Bobcats cut the lead to
7-6. After that goal, Amherst regrouped
and ran away with six straight goals and
ultimately put the game out of reach.
Sampson scored his second goal of the
game with 2:57 remaining; however, it
was too late and the Lord Jeffs took the
13-7 victory.
Bates falls to 4-4 on the season
(0-4 NESCAC), and faces two tough
conference teams this week. Tufts
University comes to town on Tuesday
before Bates travels to New London,
Conn., to take on the undefeated Con¬
necticut College Camels.

Another broken record
for women's track at
Fitchburg State College
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Quad-Captain Nick Sampson '10 scored four goals against USM before scoring another two against Amherst last week. Samp¬

NORA HANAGAN
STAFF WRITER

In conditions that were almost
completely opposite from last week’s
chilly meet at the University of Maine
at Orono, the Bobcats took first place
out of 17 teams this Saturday at Fitch¬
burg State.
Their win included a 25 point lead
over Division I University of Massa¬
chusetts at Lowell. With 144.5 points,
the Bobcats also outscored Colby with
118, Wheaton with 87 and Worcester
state with 78.
The main highlight of the meet
was the second record-breaking
event in as many meets, this time
from the 4xl00-meter relay. The
team of Kristen Poulin ’13, Erin Augulewicz ’13, Ainsley Flanagan ’13
and Elizabeth Carleton ’12 ran a time
of 50.61 seconds.
The women broke the former
time of 50.79 set in 1988. This is

?

only the second time the young
team has run together and Coach
Jay Hartshorn believes they will
continue to improve on their re¬
cord breaking performance.
Other high points included
a podium sweep in the hammer
throw from Vantiel Elizabeth Dun¬
can ’10, Sarah Ellen Godek ’ll and
Laura Smith ’10, respectively. Dun¬
can threw 170-11 for first, Godek
hit 153-10 for second and Smith fin¬
ished third with 143-07.
Bates continued to pick up first
place finishes in the discus throw,
shot put, 4x800-meter relay and
5,000-meter.
Duncan took first in both the throws
with 120-06 and 44-00.50, respectively.
The 4x800-meter relay team
included, in order of running,
Dana Lindauer ’ll, Lisa Reedich
’13, Nora Hanagan ’13 and Katie
Bash ’10.
Jennifer Mitton ’ll took first place
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in the 5000-meter by over ten seconds.
The Bobcats continued to show
their depth when they also picked up
top-three finishes in five other events.
Alicia Fannon ’13 finished behind Mit¬
ton to take second in the 5,000-meter
with a time of 19-38.79.
Bash had her second top-three fin¬
ish of the day when she placed third
in the 1,500-meter in 4:56.37.
Godek also took second in the
shot put with a top heave of 38-09.00.
Lindsay Soule ’ll and Tina Tobin
’12 did well in the hurdle events with
Soule placing third in the 400-meter
hurdles and Tobin taking third in the
100-meter hurdles.
Despite the intense heat at Fitch¬
burg this last weekend and the bitter
cold at UMaine two weekends ago,
the women’s track team proved their
versatility and depth.
Bates will look to continue their
success next Saturday at MIT in a meet
against MIT and Colby.
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(Karl) Alexander the great: sophomore
throws complete game seven hitter
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The baseball team pours out of the dugout after taking the lead in game one of last Saturday's doubleheader against Tufts

Karl Alexander threw a complete game shutout against Tufts University in game

University. Karl Alexander '12 picked up the win after firing seven shutout innings.

one of last Saturday's doubleheader. Bates won the first game 3-0.

CUSTER COOK
STAFF WRITER

The baseball team saw mixed suc¬
cess during their first four home con¬
tests of the season. Their first action
came against the University of MaineFarmington on Thursday and ended in
dramatic fashion as Jake Simon ’ll hit
a three-run walk off home run in the
bottom of . the 10th inning. It was the
fifth homerun of the season for Simon,
a new career high.
As the weekend continued, the Tufts
University Jumbos proved to be a more
challenging foe. This was Bates’ first
NESCAC series this season, and it was
as exciting and well-played as expected.
A great deal of fans showed up to sup¬
port the Bobcats, with an estimated 200
people in attendance. Tufts won the first
game 5-2; however, Bates put together a
ninth inning rally that ended when TriCaptain Chris Burke ’ll fouled out with
the bases loaded. Bates took the second
game in an impressive performance by

The greatest
coach ever

starting pitcher Karl Alexander 12, who
pitched a complete game shutout, al¬
lowing only seven hits. Tufts Tallied in
the eighth inning of game three to win
the series. All three games were decided
by less than three runs with Tufts taking
the first game, 5-2, Bates taking the sec¬
ond, 3-0, and Tufts taking the third, 6-5.
The Bobcats continue to play well
in every aspect of the game. They are
jiow 10-5 on the season and 1-2 in NE¬
SCAC East play. Their talented lineup
continues to impress, hitting .348 on the
season thus far. Noah Lynd ’ll put the
team on his back in the second game of
the Tufts Series, hitting a homerun while
adding two doubles. Lynd leads the
team' with an impressive six homeruns
on the year. Tri-Captain Tommy Beaton
TO has been a consistent leadoff hitter,
pacing the team with a .419 average.
The Bobcat’s lineup is an opposing
pitcher’s nightmare as everyone contin¬
ues to contribute to the offensive totals.
Bates’ pitchers have also shown
that they are ready for the challenge

this year. Alexander showed why he is
a weekend starter after his dominant
performance against the Jumbos. Paul
Chaimpa ’ll and Ryan Heide ’ll both
had impressive outings in losing efforts
as well. These three have accounted for
all of Bates’ wins and the team relies on
them to go deep into games. All three
went at least seven innings against Tufts
before handing the ball over to the bull¬
pen. The Bobcat’s staff has an excellent
4.81 ERA by college standards/
Bates will play four games in the
upcoming week. They travel to Thom¬
as College in Waterville, Maine for a
mid-week tune up before playing a
three- game weekend series at Trin¬
ity College in Hartford, Conn. Trin¬
ity should give the Bobcats an excel¬
lent series, as they won the Division
III College World Series in 2008. The
Bantams are 10-3 overall and 4-2 in
NESCAC East. This tough schedule
will test the Bobcats’ grit. The. next
home Contest is April 21st against the
University "of Maine at Presque Isle.
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Jake Simon ’ll watches the flight of his three-run walk off homerun in the bottom
of the 10th inning against the University of Maine at Farmington. Bates won 4-1.

Women's lax robbed by Amherst in
second half, close against Tufts

HARRYPOOLE
MANAGING SPORTS
EDITOR

This is my last tegular
semester column in The
Bates Student This has been
a fun and valuable experi¬
ence, and that is about all I am going to say.
Instead, this is a note of recognition to
someone that, for all of his dedication to
Bates, remains relatively anonymous.
Before coming here in the fall of
2006, there were exactly four people 70
years older that had a profound impact
on my life: my two sets of grandparents.
As a 19 year old first-year, I knew I would
meet plenty more people that were 51 or
more years my elder, but I did not know
that one of them would become a close
friend, mentor and one of most genuine
people in the world.
This is not one of those made-for-themovies stories. I did not meet a 75 year
old man while volunteering somewhere
during my time at Bates and continue to
spend time with him nor did I save any¬
one’s life or even venture outside of the
Bates campus to become connected with
this man.
I was just like any of the other'ath¬
letes here, but I was fortunate enough to
become well-connected with Bob Flynn,
a.k.a. Coach.
The Bates College Athletic Depart¬
ment is oomprised of 30 different interoollegiate varsity sports. This means that, due
to seme doubling up, there are 20 different
head coaches that roam our campus. Throw
in multiple assistants for each team, and the
athletic department has dose to 100 people
that have earned the tide of coach.
But, fear as long as Bates is an institution,
there will only be one person who we can
call Coach. Just like Harry is my name,
See COACH, page 11
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Joan 0"Neill '12 (left) scored five golas and added two assists in Bates' 17-14 loss against Tufts University. Molly Radis '10 (right) scored two goals in Saturday's losing
effort to Amherst College. O'Neill and Radis rank first and second on the team in goals with 18 and 11, respectively.

ALI BLANKSTEEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s lacrosse team en¬
dured a tough pair of conference de¬
feats this week, falling in two closely
matched games against NESCAC rivals
Tufts and Amherst.
Competition kicked off on Wednes¬
day with a mid-week show-down in
Medford, Mass, against Tufts. The late
afternoon game appeared as though it
would be a handed victory for Tufts,

with the scoreboard reading 11-4 at the
halftime buzzer. However, the Bobcats
refused to accept defeat and pounced
back in the second half to give the Jum¬
bos a run for their money.
With 19:56 remaining on the clock,
Bates managed to narrow the deficit,
11-7. As goals continued to tally on both
sides of the scoreboard, the Bobcats
edged their way within two goals of the
Jumbos after a four-goal scoring spree.
Two of the four pivotal goals came from

the stick of speedster Molly Radis TO,
bringing the score to 15-13.
The action didn’t stop there, and
Tufts was ultimately saved by the bell
as the final buzzer left the Jumbos
ahead, 17-14.
Overall the game ran up impressive
stats on all sides of the competition. For
the Bobcats, Joan O’Neill 12 continued
her break out season and tallied career
high totals of five goals and two as¬
sists. This was the third consecutive

game in which O’Neill boasted at least
four goals. Jenna Dannis 12 racked up
two goals of her own, won seven draw
controls and picked up four ground
balls. Co-Captain Morgan Maciewicz
10, Brianna Gross 12 and Radis each
notched a pair of goals. Six yellow
cards were dolled out over the course
of the competition and 39 fouls were
accumulated overall - a true testament
See WOMEN'S LAX, page 11

